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Project Participants
Senior Personnel
Name: Stroud, Carlos
Worked for more than 160 Hours:
Yes
Contribution to Project:
Carlos Stroud is the project Principal Investigator. He is one of the main persons involved in the project. He selected students for
the project and supervised their research on building the teaching experiments. He negotiated with the Vice-President and the Dean
of Monroe Community College the involvement of this College in the project.
Name: Mooney, William
Worked for more than 160 Hours:
No
Contribution to Project:
Prof. W. Mooney retired because of his wife's illness. We met with Vice-President and Dean of Monroe Community College to
transfer MCC involvement in the project to other activity.
Name: Lukishova, Svetlana
Worked for more than 160 Hours:
Yes
Contribution to Project:
Svetlana Lukishova is a co-Principal Investigator of the project. She is one of the main persons who constructed teaching
instruments and supervised the students in building these instruments. She developed teaching strategy and wrote the manuals.
Name: Knox, Wayne
Worked for more than 160 Hours:
Yes
Contribution to Project:
Wayne Knox is a co-Principal Investigator of the project. He lead the efforts on the educational impact of both the new instrument
and its modules for undergraduate students. He included the overview of four prepared teaching experiments in his lecture course
'Optics in the Information Age'.
Post-doc
Graduate Student
Name: Bissell, Luke
Worked for more than 160 Hours:
Yes
Contribution to Project:
Luke Bissell developed a confocal microscope used in two teaching experiments. He supervised undergraduate student
participating in the development of teaching experiments.
Undergraduate Student
Name: Zimmerman, Brandon
Worked for more than 160 Hours:
Contribution to Project:

Yes
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Brandon Zimmerman participated in a development of the project of entanglements and Bell's inequality lab. He also participated
in a development of the project on confocal fluorescence microscope imaging of semiconductor colloidal quantum dots and
spectral measurements.
Name: Smith, Roger
Worked for more than 160 Hours:
Yes
Contribution to Project:
Undergraduate student Roger Smith who passed through the course 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory'
worked on his research project during Fall 08 and Spring 09. He worked on addition of a new experiment to this teaching
laboratory course. This new lab experiment will provide other students an experience to measure spectrum of single fluorescence
emitters. Roger Smith won University of Rochester President's Choice Award for having the best presentation in School of
Engineering for his work on this research project.

Technician, Programmer
Name: McIntyre, Brian
Worked for more than 160 Hours:
Yes
Contribution to Project:
Brian McIntyre is a hardware and software engineer. He also helped to develop a website.
Other Participant
Name: Adamson, Per
Worked for more than 160 Hours:
Yes
Contribution to Project:
Per Adamson participated as an internal evaluator of this project.
Research Experience for Undergraduates
Organizational Partners
Monroe Community College
(A) We invited Monroe Community College (MCC) Vice President Janet Glocker and Dean Dianna Phillips to visit the Institute of Optics for
discussion about our collaboration. Director of University of Rochester Center on Entrepreneurship D. Moore also participated in this meeting.
After discussion of training of optical technicians at MCC we decided that the optimal form of our collaboration will be
(1) participation of University of Rochester team in the Science Day organized by MCC for Finger Lake area two-year colleges and
high-schools;
(2) demonstration of quantum optical experiments with photon counting instrumentation to MCC students;
(3) participation of MCC professors in a workshop organized by the Institute of Optics.
(B) In Spring 2009 and 2010 we organized a participation of 26 MCC students in two 3-hour labs on quantum optics at the University of
Rochester. To deliver students to the labs, the University of Rochester rented two vans twice. Students were divided into two groups. The first
group was supervised by MCC Professor P. D'Alessandris. The second group was supervised by Dr. S. Lukishova (University of Rochester).
Next day students carried out another lab. After the labs students submitted both their answers to questions about the labs and lab reports.
(C) University of Rochester and MCC were awarded a collaborative proposal for CCLI Phase II program.

Other Collaborators or Contacts
A. We contacted Corning Community College. Prof. Thomas A. Dunbar visited the Institute of Optics on our invitation. We discussed
transferring our single-photon interference experiments to two-year college student program. Prof. Dunbar described the modern optics
experiments which he established in Corning CC.
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B. On April 24, 2009 Prof. Stroud from the University of Rochester gave a presentation 'Quantum Weirdness Technology of the future?' for
students and professors of Corning CC (Physics III class, Principles of Physics II class and a variety of Technology classes).
C. Prof. Stroud accepted invitation to give presentation in November
in Corning CC again. Other community colleges will send their professors for this presentation.
D. University of Rochester and Corning CC (Prof. T. Dunbar) submitted collaborative CCLI Phase II proposal.
E. We were awarded CCLI Phase II Grant for the project untitled 'Collaborative Research- CCLI Phase II: Diverse Partnership for Teaching
Quantum Mechanics and Modern Physics with Photon Counting Instrumentation' (jointly with Monroe Community College (Prof. P.
D'Alessandris), Rochester Institute of Technology (Prof. R. Jodoin), Corning Community College (Prof. T. Dunbar), Adelphi University (Prof.
S. Bentley), Bryn Mawr College (Prof. M. Noel).
F. We collaborated with Prof. R. Jodoin (RIT) who spent his Fall 2008 sabbatical working at Lukishova teaching lab.

Activities and Findings
Research and Education Activities: (See PDF version submitted by PI at the end of the report)
SEE ATTACHED FILE WITH FIGURES AND MORE DETAILS ABOUT RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ACTIVITIES (for Final, first
(p.3 of the file), second year (p. 12 of the file), and third year (p. 24 of the file). Here are a brief listing of our major research and educational
activities:
This project was very successful. We were awarded a Phase II grant for collaborative research on diverse partnerships for teaching quantum
mechanics and modern physics with photon counting instrumentation (award N 0920500). A new project scope is the development of a set of
1.5 - 3 hour teaching experiments for quantum mechanics and modern physics courses at a diverse range of colleges and Universities. The
project will impact the curricula of three Departments of the University of Rochester (UR), two community colleges (Monroe and Corning),
liberal art Bryn Mawr women's college, Rochester Institute of Technology, Adelphi University with four-year Physics program and two other
colleges that will be identified after a 4th year workshop.
xxFour teaching experiments were built at the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester:
-entanglement and Bell's inequalities;
-single-photon source interference in Young's double-slit and Mach-Zehnder interferometers;
-confocal fluorescence microscopy of single-emitter fluorescence;
-Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup and fluorescence antibunching.
xxManuals were written for four experiments with photon counting instrumentation.
xxWe created a Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory website linked with NSF funded sites (thequantumexange.org and
compadre.org):
http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab with more than 1700 visitors.
xxAt the end of the third-year Activities and Finding Section of this report we attached evaluation sheets of our laboratory course by our
students which we received from the Dean's office. This evaluation shows the success of our project. Evaluations of student knowledge also
show the success of our approach (see evaluations of different groups of students for each year separately).
xxWe organized two symposia-workshops during Optical Society of America Annual Meetings to create a network on teaching quantum
mechanics using quantum optics experiments. We had many visitors of our Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory facility. This
facility is also used in our outreach program.
xxWe published 13 papers in journals and 14 one time publications (including book, book chapters and conference proceedings), delivered 8
invited presentations and 9 other presentations.
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xxWe collaborated with two community colleges. Monroe Community College students (26 students, 5 groups) carried out two labs at the
University of Rochester. Prof. Stroud delivered an invited lecture 'Quantum Weirdness Technology of the Future' at the Corning Community
College (see letter with thanks at the end of the second year report).
xxA total of 113 students (28 groups) passed through the labs and more than 120 students (17 groups) through lab lecture-demonstrations.
Among them:
x10 freshmen (2 groups) of the 'Optics in the Information Age' course carried out 12-hour-research projects using the single photon source and
the single photon interference lab facilities;
x24 students (9 groups) passed through the whole, 4 credit hour 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory' course with four labs
(15 hours for each lab);
x4 students (2 groups) of the 'Advanced Experimental Techniques' course (Department of Physics and Astronomy) passed through the 15-hour
entanglement lab;
x37 students (8 groups) of the 'Quantum Mechanics of Optical Materials and Devices' course carried out 3-hour versions of
(1) entanglement and (2) single photon interference labs;
x12 graduate students (2 groups) of the 'Advanced Quantum Optics' course carried out 3-hour versions of (1) entanglement and (2) single
photon source labs;
x26 Monroe Community College students (5 groups) of the 'Modern Physics' course carried out 3-hour versions of (1) entanglement and (2)
single-photon interference labs;
x85 freshmen (14 groups) of the 'Optics in the Information Age' course and Colgate University students participated in lecture-demonstrations
of teaching experiments;
xMore than 35 Brighton high-school students (3 groups) and teachers participated in lecture-demonstrations of quantum optics teaching
laboratories.
FIRST YEAR
During the FIRST year period of funding, our MAIN RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ACTIVITIES have been focused on following
challenges:
xx Developing and building four teaching experiments at the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester (S. Lukishova, C. Stroud, students L.
Bissell and B. Zimmerman):
- entanglement and Bell's inequalities;
- single-photon source interference in Young's double-slit and Mach-Zehnder interferometers;
- confocal fluorescence microscopy of single-emitter fluorescence;
- Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup and fluorescence antibunching.
xx Developing the manuals for these teaching experiments;
xx Preparation and teaching the course on Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory (S. Lukishova) to six students from three
departments;
xx Meeting with Monroe Community College Vice President Janet Glocker and Dean Dianna Phillips regarding collaborative activities;
xx Meeting with Corning Community College Professor T.A. Dunbar, discussion of his teaching experiments on modern optics and his
involvement in our projects.
xx Demonstration of four quantum optics experiments to near 26 students of the course 'Optics in the Information Age' (S. Lukishova, W.
Knox);
xx Demonstration of four quantum optics experiments to group of students of Colgate University visiting the Institute of Optics with their Prof.
E. Galvez (We adapt and implement his experience on building and teaching photon quantum mechanics experiments);
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xx Evaluation of students' knowledge by questionnaires, report and essay writing, and oral presentations;
xx Dissemination of results by writing papers and conference paper submissions;
xx Organizing future workshop-symposium 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates' during the Annual Meeting of
the Optical Society of America (Rochester, NY, October 23, 2008). We invited 5 speakers ('Undergraduate Quantum Optics: The Challenge
and the Excitement', M. Fox, Univ. of Sheffield, UK; 'A Quantum Optics Laboratory for Teaching Quantum Mechanics', E. J. Galvez, Colgate
Univ; 'How to Write a Successful Educational Proposal to the NSF', W. W. Hein (NSF); 'Teaching Quantum Mechanics with Photon Counting
Instrumentation', C. R. Stroud. G. Lukishova, Univ. of Rochester; 'The Challenges of Quantum Physics as Pedagogical Tools, A. G. Zajonc,
Amherst College) and announced contributed oral and poster paper submission. After the symposium, all participants will be transported to the
University of Rochester for a demonstration of the Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Teaching Laboratory at the Institute of Optics.
xx Website preparation;
xx Dissemination of results by demonstration of teaching experiments to Prof. E. Galvez (Colgate University) and professors from University
of Arizona (H. Gibbs), Arizona State University (C-Z. Ning), University of Maryland, Baltimore County (T. Pittman).
xx Students' research on room-temperature quantum-dot-doped liquid-crystal photonic-bandgap samples' development for efficiency increase
of a single photon source (S. Lukishova).
xx Sharing the new equipment with other research groups, for instance, (i) single-photon EM-CCD-camera has been used in students' research
of R. Boyd's and J. Howell's groups on quantum optics; (ii) time-correlated single-photon-counting PC-card was used separately in the
Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester, both by students of R. Sobolewski in research on NbN receivers and in A. Schmid's
nanometrology group;
xx Evaluation of the first step of the project by the internal evaluator;
xx In addition to current room (210 sq. feet), recently the Institute of Optics provided two rooms for the course labs (175.4 sq. feet and 242 sq.
feet).
xx Spectra-Physics donated a 250-mW UV argon ion laser with etalon inside for entanglement and Bell's inequality lab.
SECOND YEAR
During the SECOND year period of funding, our MAIN RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ACTIVITIES have been focused on following
challenges (for more details and figures see attached file (started from page 11):
xx Developing and building new teaching experiments at the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester (S. Lukishova, C. Stroud, students
A.K. Jha, H. Chin, R. Smith, L. Bissell, and B. Zimmerman):
-new setup for entanglement and Bell's inequalities lab using an argon ion laser;
-spectroscopy setup for single-photon source labs;
xxDeveloping of three hour versions ('mini-labs') of (1) entanglement lab; (2) single-photon interference lab; (3) single photon source lab.
xx Teaching the 4-credit hour course on Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory (S. Lukishova) to seven students from two
departments (including students of Advanced Physics Labs).
xx Preparation and teaching two 'mini-labs' labs to two groups of 12 students of Monroe Community College ( MCC). Entanglement lab was
taught by Dr. Lukishova, single photon interference lab ? by Prof. P. D'Alessandris (MCC). Students were delivered to the University of
Rochester using vans rented by the University of Rochester.
xx Preparation and teaching two 'mini-labs' to four groups of 20 seniors of the lecture course of Prof. Stroud OPT 223 'Quantum mechanics
of optical materials and devices'. Entanglement lab was taught by Dr. Lukishova, single photon interference lab ? by a TA.
xx Teaching two 'mini-labs' to two groups of 12 students of the course PHY534/OPT554 'Advanced topics of quantum optics'.
xx Demonstration of four quantum optics experiments to three groups of freshmen (21students) of the course OPT 101 'Optics in the
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Information Age' (S. Lukishova, W. Knox);
xx Evaluation of students' knowledge by questionnaires, report and essay writing, and oral presentations;
xx Studies of student feedback on demonstration experiments for freshmen of OPT 101.
xx Dissemination of results by writing papers and conference paper submission;
xx Holding a workshop-symposium 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates' during the Annual Meeting of the
Optical Society of America (Rochester, NY, October 23, 2008). Transportation to the University of Rochester workshop participants for a
demonstration of the Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Teaching Laboratory at the Institute of Optics.
xx Website preparation of the course 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory
(http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab). Linking this website with NSF supported the Quantum Exchange
and ComPadre sites.
xx Students' research on room-temperature polarized single photon source (S. Lukishova) Senior Roger Smith received two University awards
for his presentations: President award and Stoddard prize;
xx Sharing the new equipment with other research groups, for instance, (i) single-photon EM-CCD-camera, Newport picometer has been used
in students' research of R. Boyd's group on quantum optics. Boyd's student carries out a research project using confocal microscope setup
with antibunching measurements (Labs 3-4).
xx Student of Optics course on polarization used entanglement setup for his research project for this course (Prof. T. Brown).
xx Evaluation of the second year of the project by internal evaluators.
xx Outreach activities.
THIRD YEAR
Our main research and education activities during this third year of funding have been focused on the following challenges:
xx Freshmen involvement in research: 12-hour freshmen research projects of the 'Optics in the Information Age' course (2 groups of 10
students) on room-temperature single photon source and single photon interference (Lukishova, Knox);
xx Developing 'mini-labs' (three-hour versions for teaching experiments built during the first and second years of the project): (1)
entanglement lab; (2) single-photon interference lab; single photon source labs: (3) single emitter confocal fluorescence microscopy; (4)
fluorescence antibunching, Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer.
xx Developing independent program on quantum optics teaching experiments at the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) using the
experience of the UR. Ron Jodoin spent his Fall 2009 sabbatical at the UR working with Lukishova on one of the versions of entanglement lab
which can be implemented at RIT as well as on single photon interference lab. Under the mentoring of Lukishova, Jodoin performed existing
experiments on single photon interference and a test of Bell's inequality using quantum entanglement. With this background and experience he
worked on a new setup to do quantum entanglement using a blue diode laser as the source for parametric down-conversion. This involved
aligning the optics and assembling and testing a new coincidence counter that interfaced to a computer using LabView.
xx As an additional educational experience for RIT, Jodoin audited Stroud's course on quantum optics and attended several colloquia hosted
by the Institute of Optics.
xx Developing lecture materials on entanglement and Bell's inequalities to facilitate students' understanding of labs [Lukishova, Jodoin, Stroud
in collaboration with Eberly (Department of Physics, UR)];
xx Developing and teaching a 4-credit-hour course on Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory (Lukishova) to seven students
from three departments;
xx Preparation and teaching of two 'mini-labs' labs at the UR facilities to 3 groups of 14 students of Monroe Community College (MCC).
Entanglement lab was taught by Lukishova (UR), single photon interference lab ? by D'Alessandris (MCC).
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xx Preparation and teaching two 'mini-labs' to 4 groups of 17 seniors of the UR lecture course 'Quantum mechanics of optical materials and
devices' (Stroud). Entanglement lab was taught by Lukishova, single photon interference lab ? by a TA.
xx Students' research on room-temperature polarized single photon source ( Lukishova).
xx Lecture-demonstrations of four quantum optics experiments to 25 students of the course 'Optics in the Information Age' (Lukishova, Knox);
xx Lecture-demonstrations of quantum optics experiments to 3 groups of 35 high-school students and their teachers;
xx Sharing the new equipment with other research groups, for instance, (i) single-photon EM-CCD-camera, Newport picometer has been used
in students' research of Boyd's group on quantum optics. Boyd's student carries out a research project using confocal microscope setup with
antibunching measurements (Labs 3-4). Novotny's students used entanglement setup and EM-CCD-camera for their research project.
xx

Evaluation of students' knowledge by questionnaires, report and essay writing, and oral presentations.

xx Dissemination of results by writing papers and conference paper submission.
xx Website preparation of the course 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory'
(http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab). Linking this website with NSF supported the Quantum Exchange
and ComPadre sites.
xx Dissemination of results by demonstration of teaching experiments and students' knowledge evaluation strategies to Prof. E. Galvez
(Colgate University) who participated in evaluation of our project, professors Capasso (Harvard University), Aspect (Institute D'Optique,
France), Belyakov (Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, Russia), and other visitors of the Institute of Optics (UR);
xx Outreach activities.

Findings:
SEE ATTACHED FILE FOR MORE DETAILS REGARDING MAJOR FINDINGS for
firs (p.3), second (page 12), and third year (p.23).
Here are the HIGHLIGHTS of these FINDINGS
FIRST YEAR
CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE BASE OUTCOME:
xx Four teaching experiments were built at the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester (S. Lukishova, C. Stroud, students L. Bissell and B.
Zimmerman):
- entanglement and Bell's inequalities;
- single-photon source interference in Young's double-slit and Mach-Zehnder interferometers;
- confocal fluorescence microscopy of single-emitter fluorescence;
- Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup and fluorescence antibunching.
xx Manuals were written for four experiments with photon counting instrumentation.
xx Students participated in this project co-authored one paper submitted to refereed journal, one conference proceeding and two submitted
conference abstracts.
xx Minority student Brandon Zimmerman participated in three national undergraduate symposia with oral presentations.
xx We submitted a paper to the workshop during the Summer meeting of the AAPT, describing our teaching experiments.
LEARNING OUTCOME:
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xx More than forty students benefited from these teaching experiments. Among them are students of three departments of the University of
Rochester as well as students from Colgate University.
xx Using questionnaire with 36 questions on photon quantum mechanics showed that one half from participated students answered correctly
more than 75% of questions, 70% of students answered correctly more than 70% of questions and all students answered correctly more than
60% of questions.
xx Students' mastery in photon-counting instrumentation is shown in that 50% of students received total scores of 'A' and the rest of students
received total scores of 'A-'. The grades were based on students' capability of carrying out the experiments, writing the reports and delivering
oral presentations.
COMMUNITY BUILDING OUTCOME:
xx We interacted with investigators working on similar or related approaches: Prof. E. Galvez (Colgate University), Prof. M. Beck (Whitman
College), Prof. A. Zajonc (Amherst College), Prof. M. Fox (University of Sheffield, UK).
?h Teaching experiments were shown to Prof. Gibbs (University of Arizona), Prof. T. Pittman (University of Maryland Baltimore County) and
other visitors of the Institute of Optics.
xx A Workshop-symposium 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates' was included in the program of the Annual
Meeting of the Optical Society of America (Frontiers in Optics)/Laser Science Conference (Rochester NY, October 23, 2008).
xx Prof. Stroud delivered lectures on public colloquium at the Case Western Reserve University entitled 'Visualization and control of atomic
electrons' and for general public at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics S&T seminar entitled 'The history of optics at the University of
Rochester'.
SECOND YEAR - see attached file, page 12.
CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE BASE OUTCOME:
xx Two new teaching experiments were built at the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester S. Lukishova, C. Stroud, students A.K. Jha, H.
Chin, R. Smith, L. Bissell, and B. Zimmerman):
-new setup for entanglement and Bell's inequalities lab using an argon ion laser;
-spectroscopy setup for single-photon source labs;
xx Students participated in this project co-authored one paper accepted to refereed journal (participation of minority student), one paper
submitted to the University of Rochester journal of undergraduate research, two accepted conference proceeding and three conference
presentations within the University.
xx Minority student Brandon Zimmerman participated in one national undergraduate symposia with oral presentation.
xx Papers were presented on educational symposiums: CCLI conference (Washington DC), AAPT Summer Meeting (Edmonton), Symposium
on Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates (Rochester).
LEARNING OUTCOME:
xx More than seventy students benefited from these teaching experiments. Among them are students of two departments of the University of
Rochester as well as students from Monroe Community College.
xx Using questionnaire with 36 questions on photon quantum mechanics students of OPT 253 course showed that 65% of students answered
correctly more than 75% of questions, and all students answered correctly more than 70% of questions and all students answered correctly more
than 60% of questions.
xx Students' mastery in photon-counting instrumentation is shown in that 65% of students received total scores of 'A' and the rest of students
received total scores of 'A-'. The grades were based on students' capability of carrying out the experiments, writing the reports and delivering
oral presentations. Students had a possibility to rewrite their reports for a better grade.
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xx 'Mini-lab' method showed high percent of correct answers, e.g. all students OPT 223 answered correctly for 75% answers for one lab and
85% for another lab.
COMMUNITY BUILDING OUTCOME:
xx We interacted with investigators working on similar or related approaches: Prof. E. Galvez (Colgate University), Prof. M. Beck (Whitman
College), Prof. A. Zajonc (Amherst College), Prof. M. Fox (University of Sheffield, UK)., Prof. P. Kwiat (U. Illinois at Urbana-Champaign);
xx A Workshop-symposium 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates' was organized and held during the Annual
Meeting of the Optical Society of America (Frontiers in Optics)/Laser Science Conference (Rochester NY, October 23, 2008).
xx Teaching experiments were shown to participants of Rochester symposium-workshop 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for
Undergraduates';
xx Prof. Stroud delivered lectures (1) on Physical Sciences Seminar, Corning Community College, April 24, 2009 'Quantum Weirdness
Technology of the Future?'; (2) on Physics Colloquium Department of Physics, Oklahoma State University, March 12, 2009 'Entanglement
in the macroscopic limit: Why an observation of a butterfly in the Amazon does not determine the outcome of a Cowboy game'; (3) on New
York Section of American Physical Society Meeting, Rochester, NY, April 18, 2009 'Quantum weirdness: Technology of the future?'
xxDr. Lukishova delivered lecture on S&T Seminar, Laboratory for Laser Energetics University of Rochester (April 14, 2009). 'Quantum
optics teaching experiments'.
More detailed description of some above-mentioned findings is included in attached file (from page 12). This second year of the project was
devoted to building two new lab experiments, teaching of the 4-credit hour course 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory,
developing three 'mini-labs' from this course, introducing 'mini-labs' into lecture courses, data collection for evaluation of students'
knowledge and the evaluation of new labs by the internal evaluator.
THIRD YEAR (p. 24 of the attached file)
Here are the highlights of these findings:
CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE BASE OUTCOME
xx Four teaching experiments in quantum mechanics and modern physics are in development by UR and MCC for students of diverse
educational institutions. (Lukishova, Stroud, D'Alessandris, graduate student Bissell, undergraduate students):
-entanglement and Bell's inequalities;
-single-photon source interference in Young's double-slit and Mach-Zehnder interferometers;
-confocal fluorescence microscopy of single-emitter fluorescence;
-Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup and fluorescence antibunching.
xxManuals were further developed for four experiments with photon counting instrumentation.
xxLecture materials on entanglement and Bell's inequalities for facilitation of student's understanding were prepared after intensive discussions
with leading quantum optics scientists and teachers.
xxStudents participated in this project co-authored one published paper, two accepted papers, three accepted conference summaries.
LEARNING OUTCOME
xx During this third year of the project, more than 100 students benefited from these teaching experiments. Among them are students of three
departments of the UR, including 25 freshmen, MCC as well as students and teachers from Brighton High School.
xx Using questionnaires on photon quantum mechanics showed that 63% of OPT 223 students (UR) answered correctly 90% of questions,
60% of MCC students answered correctly 80% of questions and 60% of freshmen of OPT 101 (UR) participating in research answered
correctly 70% of questions.
xx Students' mastery in photon-counting instrumentation of 4-credit hour course with 15-hour labs shows that 60% of students received total
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scores of 'A' and the rest of students received total scores of 'A-'. The grades were based on students' capability of carrying out the
experiments, writing their reports and delivering oral presentations. All students answered correctly 90% of questions.
COMMUNITY BUILDING OUTCOME
xx Rochester educational institutions (UR, MCC) collaborate and share their experience on improvement of student learning at these diverse
educational institutions in quantum mechanics and modern physics.
xx We interacted with investigators of other universities and counties working on similar or related approaches: Jodoin (RIT), Galvez (Colgate
University), Beck (Whitman College), Bentley (Adelphi University), Noel (Bryn Mawr College).
xx Teaching experiments were shown to Galvez (Colgate University), Capasso (Harvard University), Aspect (Institute d'Optique, France),
Belyakov (Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics (Russia)), and other visitors of the Institute of Optics.
xx Our website of Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory has already more than 1700 visitors. Some people contact us directly
by e-mails.
xx Prof. Stroud delivered an invited lecture in Pennsylvania, Lukishova was invited to deliver her lecture in Oklahoma this September.
Attached file contains a more detailed description of some above-mentioned findings. This third year of the project was devoted to freshmen
involvement to research using teaching labs facilities, sharing the UR experience in quantum optics teaching experiments with Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT), developing and teaching 3 hour versions of four teaching labs ('mini-labs') for UR and MCC, preparing lecture
materials for the labs, teaching the 4-credit hour course, lecture-demonstrations to students of different experience including freshmen and
high-school students, evaluation of students' knowledge.

Training and Development:
SEE ATTACHED FILE with activities and findings for more details
FIRST YEAR
Training of six students from three departments of the University of Rochester was accomplished during the first year of the project (Fall
semester). These students were enrolled in the course 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory' (Lukishova). All students
carried out four teaching experiments, wrote reports and essay, delivered oral presentations and answered questionnaires. They worked six
hours per week during 15 weeks in groups of two or three students. Two teaching assistants of the course were also trained on these equipment
(Detailed description of the experiments is presented in previous section).
One student from this course (Brandon Zimmerman) continued to work on the project selecting it as his research project. He delivered talks at
three national undergraduate symposia as well as at the Conference of the National Society of Black Engineers (students' chapter). Four
students of the course were selected as co-authors in refereed publications (one journal submission and one published conference proceeding).
In addition, some 26 students of the Institute of Optics enrolled in the course 'Optics in the Information Age' (Knox) participated in a
lecture-demonstration of these laboratory experiments. This demonstration provided students a laboratory experience with the concepts that
they studied on the lectures (e.g., single-photon interference, entanglement, fluorescence, etc.) Approximately ten students of Colgate
University and five high-school students participated in similar demonstration.
Some equipment of Lab. 3, EM-CCD camera is practically in use almost every day in the students' research both of PI and co-PI groups and
by students of other groups. For example, in our collaborative research with Prof. Boyd (Department of Optics) and S.-H. Chen (Department of
Chemistry) on dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal laser this camera was used by students to record the spatial distribution at the output of
cholesteric laser with a high dynamic range.
Faculty of different Universities visited Quantum Optics and Quantum Information teaching experiment facility learning the experience of the
Institute of Optics. Among them were Prof. Gibbs (University of Arizona), Prof. T. Pittman (University of Maryland Baltimore County), and
Prof. E. Galvez (Colgate University), Prof. T. Dunbar (Corning Community College).
SECOND YEAR (see attached file with figures)
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More than 70 students benefited from the project during the second year of funding. The groups of trained students with different level are
listed below:
(1) 21 students of OPT 101 course 'Optics in the Information Age' (Knox) with lecture demonstration of four teaching experiments in quantum
optics. This demonstration provided students a laboratory experience with the concepts that they studied on the lectures (e.g., single-photon
interference, entanglement, fluorescence, etc.).
(2)20 students of OPT 223 course 'Quantum mechanics of Optical Materials and Devices' (Stroud), divided by four groups, carried out two
3-hour labs (entanglement and Bell's inequality and single photon interference using Young double slit and Mach-Zehnder interferometer).
(3)12 students of Monroe Community College of Modern Physics course carried out two three hour labs ((entanglement and Bell's inequality
and single photon interference using Young double slit and Mach-Zehnder interferometer).
(4)7 students of four-credit hour courses OPT253 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory' and PHY243W 'Advanced
Laboratory' carried out full, 15-hour versions of developed labs. A teaching assistant of this course was also trained.
(5)12 students of PHY534/OPT554 course 'Advanced Topics of Quantum Optics' carried out two three hour labs ((entanglement and Bell's
inequality and single photon interference using Young double slit and Mach-Zehnder interferometer).
(6)In addition, three graduate and one undergraduate student carried out research projects using different modules of this teaching laboratory
facility.
THIRD YEAR (see attached file)
More than 100 students benefited from the project during the third year of funding. The groups of trained students from different levels are
listed below:
(1) 10 students (two groups) of the freshmen OPT 101 course 'Optics in the Information Age' (Knox) carried out 12 hour research projects on
single photon source and single photon interference (Lukishova).
(2) 25 students (four groups) of the freshmen OPT 101 course 'Optics in the Information Age' (Knox) participated in lecture-demonstrations of
four teaching experiments in quantum optics (Lukishova). This demonstration provided students a laboratory experience with the concepts that
they studied on the lectures (e.g., single-photon interference, entanglement, fluorescence, etc.).
(3) 17 students (four groups) of the OPT 223 course 'Quantum mechanics of Optical Materials and Devices' (Stroud), carried out two 3-hour
labs (entanglement and Bell's inequality and single photon interference using Young double slit and Mach-Zehnder interferometer).
(4)14 students (three groups) of the Monroe Community College 'Modern Physics' course (D'Alessandris) carried out two three-hour labs
(D'Alessandris, Lukishova) at the University of Rochester (entanglement and Bell's inequality and single-photon interference using Young
double slit and Mach-Zehnder interferometer).
(5)7 students of four-credit hour course OPT253 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory' A teaching assistant of this course
was also trained.
(6)35 students (3 groups) and their teachers from Brighton High School participated in lecture-demonstrations of the quantum optics laboratory
(Knox, Lukishova).
(7)In addition, three graduate and one undergraduate student carried out research projects using different modules of this teaching laboratory
facility.

Outreach Activities:
1. Prof. Stroud delivered a lecture for general public at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics S&T seminar entitled 'The history of optics at the
University of Rochester' (October 2007).
2. Prof. Stroud delivered a lecture on Public Colloquium at the Case Western Reserve University entitled 'Visualization and control of atomic
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electrons' (April 9, 2008).
3. Undergraduate minority student Brandon Zimmerman delivered four lectures about the role of adiabatical following in classical and quantum
mechanics and single-photon detection using single-emitter fluorescence at the following conferences:
- Annual McNair Undergraduate Research Conference (University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Fall 2007);
- National Society of Black Engineers, Annual Fall Regional Research Conference (Fall 2007);
- National Conference for Undergraduate Research (Maryland, Spring 2008);
- National Undergraduate Students in Technical Research Competition (Orlando, Florida, Spring 2008).
4.Graduate student Luke Bissell participated in optical experiment outreach activity with high-school students (Spring 2008).
5. C.R. Stroud delivered a lecture for Corning Community College students and professors 'Quantum Weirdness Technology of the future?' (
April 29, 2009). In the Appendix of this year report we are attaching a letter from Corning Community College professor to Stroud with thanks
(see attached file).
6. C.R. Stroud delivered a lecture 'Quantum weirdness: Technology of the future? New York Section of American Physical Society Meeting,
Rochester, NY, April 18, 2009.
7. S.G. Lukishova delivered a lecture for general public at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics S&T seminar entitled 'Quantum optics
teaching experimentse', April 14, 2009
8. During a symposium workshop 'Quantum Optics and quantum Engineering for Undergraduates' (October 2008, Rochester), 29 participants
including high-school teachers and community college professors visited University of Rochester Teaching Labs. Special bus ride was
organized to deliver participants in the University and to return them back to the Optical Society Annual Meeting.
9.35 students (3 groups) and their teachers from Brighton High School participated in lecture-demonstrations of the quantum optics laboratory
(Knox, Lukishova).
10. Stroud delivered lectures on 'Quantum weirdness' at several Universities.
11. Lukishova is invited this September to the University of Oklahoma (Tulsa) to give a talk as well as to discuss challenges in organizing a
quantum optics laboratory.

Journal Publications
S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C.M. Evans, M. Hahn, Y.J. Choi, C.J. Clarkson, X.F. Qian, T.D. Krauss, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, "Visible
and telecom-wavelength single quantum dots in 1-D photonic bandgap chiral microcavities", Proceedings of the Quantum Electronics and
Laser Science Conference, CLEO/QELS 2008, Optical Society of America, May 4-9, San Jose, CA, p. paper QFA, vol. , (2008). Accepted,
24.S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, V.M. Menon, N. Valappil, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, B. Zimmerman, T.D. Krauss, C. R. Stroud, Jr., and R.W.
Boyd, "Organic photonic bandgap microcavities doped with semiconductor nanocrystals for room-temperature single photon sources on
demand.", J. Modern Optics, Special Issue on Single Photon,, p. 167, vol. 56, (2009). Published,
S.K.H. Wei, Shaw H. Chen, K. Dolgaleva, S.G. Lukishova, R.W. Boyd, "Robust organic lasers comprising glassy-cholesteric pentafluorene
doped with a red-emitting oligofluorene", Appl. Phys. Lett., p. 041111, vol. 94, (2009). Published,
. Dolgaleva, S.K.H. Wei, S.G. Lukishova, S.H. Chen, K. Schwertz, and R.W. Boyd, "Enhanced laser performance of cholesteric liquid crystals
doped with oligofluorene dye", J. Opt. Soc. Am. B, p. 1496, vol. 25, (2008). Published,
S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C. R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, "Room-temperature single photon sources with definite circular and linear
polarizations", Optics and Spectroscopy, Springer, p. 452, vol. 108, (2010). Published,
C.R. Stroud, Jr, "An astronomical solution to an old quantum problem", Physics, p. 19, vol. 2, (2009). Published,
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A.M. Marino, C. R. Stroud, "Phase-locked laser system for use in atomic coherence experiments", Review of Scientific Instruments, p. 013104,
vol. 79, (2008). Published,
M. A. Landau and C. R. Stroud, Jr.,, "Wave-packet entanglement", Phys. Rev. A, p. 062104, vol. 77, (2008). Published,
R.A. Smith (supervised by S.G. Lukishova), "Single photons from colloidal quantum dots hosted in cholesteric liquid crystal", J.
Undergraduate Research, Univ. of Rochester, p. , vol. , (2009). Submitted,
L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, A.W. Schmid, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, T.D. Krauss, C.R. Stroud, Jr., and R.W. Boyd, "Chiral photonic bandgap
microcavities doped with single colloidal semiconductor quantum dots", ProceedingsPIE, p. , vol. , (2010). Accepted,
L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, A.W. Schmid, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, T.D. Krauss, C.R. Stroud, Jr., and R.W. Boyd, "Room-temperature single
photon sources with definite circular and linear polarizations based on single-emitter fluorescence in liquid crystal hosts", Proceedings SPIE, p.
, vol. , (2010). Accepted,
M.A. Landau and C. R. Stroud, Jr., "Calculation of the convex roof for an open entangled harmonic oscillator system", Phys Rev A, p. 052304,
vol. 81, (2010). Published,
H. Nihira and C. R. Stroud, "Steady-state two-atom entanglement in a pumped cavity", Phys Rev A, p. 042329, vol. 80, (2009). Published,

Books or Other One-time Publications
C.R. Stroud, S.G. Lukishova, "Teaching quantum mechanics with photon counting instrumentation", (2008). Invited presentation, Invited
Editor(s): Optical Society of America, Frontiers in Optics/Laser Science Conference
Collection: Symposium-workshop "Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates" (Oct. 23, 2008)
Bibliography: Technical Digest
S.G. Lukishova and C.R.Stroud, Jr., "Quantum optics and quantum information teaching laboratory", (2008). Presentation on the workshop,
Submitted
Editor(s): American Association of Physics Teachers
Collection: Workshop "Photon Quantum Mechanical Labs" of AAPT 2008 Summer Meeting
Bibliography: Technical Digest, Post Deadline
C.R. Stroud and S.G. Lukishova, "CCLI - Phase I: quantum optics laboratory for the undergraduate curriculum - teaching quantum mechanics
with photon counting instrumentation
", (2008). Poster presentation, Accepted
Editor(s): National Science Foundation
Collection: CCLI PI Conference, Washington D.C., August 13-15 (2008)
Bibliography: Poster presentation
S.G. Lukishova, C.R. Stroud, Jr., L.J. Bissell, B. Zimmerman, "Teaching experiments on photon quantum mechanics", (2008). Poster
presentation, Submitted
Editor(s): Optical Society of America
Collection: Frontiers in Optics/Laser Science Conference (October 19-23, 2008, Rochester NY)
Bibliography: Technical Digest
R.W. Boyd, S.G. Lukishova, Y.-R. Shen, Eds, "Self-focusing: Past and Present. Fundamentals and Prospects", (2008). Book, Published
Editor(s): Springer Series:
Collection: Topics in Applied Physics
Bibliography: 605 p. 299 illus., ISBN: 978-0-387-32147-9.
S.G. Lukishova, R.W. Boyd, Y.-R. Shen, "Preface, v - xviii", (2008). book chapter, Published
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Editor(s): in Self-focusing: Past and Present. Fundamentals and Prospects
Collection: Springer Series: Topics in Applied Physics, vol. 114
Bibliography: 605 p
S.G. Lukishova, Y.V. Senatsky, N.E. Bykovsky, A.S. Scheulin, "Beam shaping and suppression of self-focusing in high-peak power Nd:glass
laser systems, Chapter 8, 191", (2008). book chapter, Published
Editor(s): in Self-focusing: Past and Present. Fundamentals and Prospects, Springer Series:
Collection: Topics in Applied Physics, vol. 114, Springer NY
Bibliography: 605 p
S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C.M. Evans, M.A. Hahn, Y.J. Choi, C.J. Clarkson, X.F. Qian, T.D. Krauss, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, "Visible
and telecom-wavelength single quantum dots in 1-D photonic bandgap chiral microcavities", (2008). Conference proceedings, Published
Editor(s): Optical Society of America
Collection: Proceed. of the Quantum Electronics and Laser Science Conference (CLEO/QELS 2008, Optical Society of America, May 4-9, San
Jose, CA, paper QFA5.
Bibliography: May 4-9, San Jose, CA, paper QFA5.
L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, R.A. Smith, M. Lahiri, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, "Polarized single photons from colloidal quantum dots in
chiral microcavities at room temperature", (2009). Conference proceedings, Published
Editor(s): Optical Society of America
Collection: International Conference on Quantum Electronics IQEC 2009 (Baltimore, MD, paper ITuJ5, June 1-5, 2009.
Bibliography: Baltimore, MD, paper ITuJ5, June 1-5, 2009.
S.G. Lukishova, C.R. Stroud, L.J. Bissell, "Teaching experiments on photon quantum mechanics", (2008). Conference proceedings, Published
Editor(s): Vilnius University
Collection: Book of Abstracts, pp. 39-40, XXII International Conference on Quantum Information ICQO 2008 (Sept. 20-23, 2008), Vilnius,
Lithuania.
Bibliography: Vilnius, Lithuania.
S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, "Single photons with definite polarization from single emitters in liquid crystals",
(2008). Conference proceedings, Published
Editor(s): Vilnius University
Collection: Book of Abstracts, pp. 69-71, XXII International Conference on Quantum Information ICQO 2008 (Sept. 20-23, 2008), Vilnius,
Lithuania.
Bibliography: Vilnius, Lithuania.
L. Bissell
(Advisors: C.R. Stroud and S.G. Lukishova), "Room-Temperature, On Demand Single-Photon Sources", (2010). Book, Submitted
Editor(s): University of Rochester
Collection: Ph.D. Thesis Proposal
Bibliography: University of Rochester, the Institute of Optics
L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, A.W. Schmid, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, T.D. Krauss, C.R. Stroud, Jr., and R.W. Boyd, "Room-temperature single
photon sources with definite circular and linear polarizations based on single-emitter fluorescence in liquid crystal hosts", ( ). Conference
Proceedings, Accepted
Editor(s): International Conference on Coherent and Nonlinear Optics, ICONO 2010, Kazan', Russia
Collection: Nanophotonics and Plasmonics
Bibliography: Kazan', Russia, 23-26 August 2010
L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, A.W. Schmid, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, T.D. Krauss, C.R. Stroud, Jr., and R.W. Boyd, "Chiral photonic bandgap
microcavities doped with single colloidal semiconductor quantum dots", (2010). Conference Proceedings, Accepted
Editor(s): International Conference on Coherent and Nonlinear Optics, Kazan', Russia
Collection: Nanophotonics and Plasmonics
Bibliography: Kazan', Russia, 23-26 August 2010
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Web/Internet Site
URL(s):
http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab/
Description:
This is a website of the course "Quantum Optics Quantum Information Laboratory" supported by the NSF. It contains Lab Manuals, student
reports and other relevant materials to the course.
Other Specific Products
Product Type:
Instruments or equipment developed
Product Description:
With participation of undergraduate students we developed single-photon device instrument for future use in quantum communication. Two
teaching experiments are developed using this instrument.
Sharing Information:
Some modules of this instruments are in use by other groups of our University, e.g. Prof. Boyd and Prof. Howell's students used our EM-CCD
camera for their quantum optics experiments, Prof. Sobolewski's students used our time-correlated single-photon counting PC board
TimeHarp 200 for measurements of characteristics of his superconducting detectors.
Product Type:
Teaching aids
Product Description:
Our students prepared videos of fluorescence of single quantum dots in photonic bandgap hosts
Sharing Information:
We are planning to put this video on a website. In addition, our students will present these videos at the conferences and other meetings.
Product Type:
Course manuals
Product Description:
With the help of undergraduate students, we developed manuals for four teaching laboratories.
Sharing Information:
A website containing these manuals is under development.
Product Type:
Audio or video products
Product Description:
Students prepared video of parametrically downconverted cones for Entanglement and Bell's Inequality teaching lab
Sharing Information:
We showed this video both to the University of Rochester and Monroe Community College students, presented it in every talk about teaching
lab (including our talk on OSA symposium workshop (Oct. 2008) "Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates". A picture
from this video was placed in a Lab 1 Manual on the website http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab/
linked with NSF supported the Quantum Exchange website.

Product Type:
Instruments or equipment developed
Product Description:
With participation of our students we developed a new version of Entanglement and Bell's Inequalities Lab using a new argon ion laser.
Sharing Information:
This lab was used to teach several groups of students: 32 University of Rochester and 12 Monroe Community College students.
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Product Type:
Teaching aids
Product Description:
We developed questions for each lab to evaluate student knowledge for different student levels (starting from freshmen and community college
students).
Sharing Information:
We put some of these questions onto our course website http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab/ linked
with the Quantum Exchange site.
Contributions
Contributions within Discipline:
(1) This project brought state-of-the-art photon-counting instrumentation and methods to the undergraduate laboratory and classroom.
Photon-counting techniques exert enormous impact on advances in a wide range of fields,from astronomy and metallurgy to environmental
protection, health diagnostics, medical analysis and imaging, and biomedical research.
(2) In addition, students will study most difficult concepts of quantum mechanics on the experimental setups for quantum informationon. This
new field can revolutionize the lives of ordinary people with powerful quantum computers and absolutely secure quantum communication.
(3) A broad implication and impact on STEM education is the new method of teaching one of the most difficult and abstract concepts of
modern physics which promise powerful quantum computers and absolutely secure quantum communication.
Contributions to Other Disciplines:
Our teaching laboratory is a multidisciplinary area. It includes quantum optics/quantum information science and technology, optical confocal
single-molecule fluorescence microscopy, materials development. Our contributions to other disciplines are as follows:
(1) BIOMEDICINE
- Students investigated the new fluorescence markers (e.g., PbSe quantum dots) for 1.3 and 1.5 um spectral regions. Light of this spectral region
has a great penetration depth inside the human body.
(2) NANOTECHNOLOGY
- Students developed photonic bandgap materials with tunable bandgaps using nanostructured liquid crystals and different types of
nanoemitters.
(3)SINGLE-MOLECULE FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY
- Students participated in developing the methods of reducing fluorescence emitter bleaching in a host by special host treatment.
(4)LIQUID CRYSTAL MATERIAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
- Students learned a new liquid crystal application which may have impact on optical communication technology.
Contributions to Human Resource Development:
This project contributed to human resource development in science, engineering and technology by involving students of different backgrounds
in building teaching experiments and training them on these setups. Monroe Community College students carried out quantum optics
experiments at the University of Rochester. Minority student B. Zimmerman won several competitions for his presentations on quantum optics
at the undergraduate symposia.
A total of 113 students (28 groups) passed through the labs and more than 120 students (17 groups) through lab lecture-demonstrations.
Among them:
xx10 freshmen (2 groups) of the 'Optics in the Information Age' course carried out 12-hour-research projects using the single photon source
and the single photon interference lab facilities;
xx24 students (9 groups) passed through the whole, 4 credit hour 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory' course with four labs
(15 hours for each lab);
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xx4 students (2 groups) of the 'Advanced Experimental Techniques' course (Department of Physics and Astronomy) passed through the
15-hour entanglement lab;
xx37 students (8 groups) of the 'Quantum Mechanics of Optical Materials and Devices' course carried out 3-hour versions of (1)
entanglement and (2) single photon interference labs;
xx12 graduate students (2 groups) of the 'Advanced Quantum Optics' course carried out 3-hour versions of (1) entanglement and (2) single
photon source labs;
xx 26 Monroe Community College students (5 groups) of the 'Modern Physics' course carried out 3-hour versions of (1) entanglement and
(2) single-photon interference labs;
xx85 freshmen (14 groups) of the 'Optics in the Information Age' course and Colgate University students participated in
lecture-demonstrations of teaching experiments;
xxMore than 35 Brighton high-school students (3 groups) and teachers participated in lecture-demonstrations of quantum optics teaching
laboratories.

Contributions to Resources for Research and Education:
One of the goal of this project is involving, consulting and informing others about our results during the course of the project and beyond.
We interacted with investigators working on similar or related approaches: Prof. E. Galvez (Colgate University), Prof. M. Beck (Whitman
College), Prof. A. Zajonc (Amherst College), Prof. M. Fox (University of Sheffield, UK). Teaching laboratory experiments were shown to Prof.
H. Gibbs (University of Arizona), Prof. T. Pittman (University of Maryland Baltimore County) and other visitors of the Institute of Optics.
We held a workshop-symposium 'Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates' during the Annual Meeting of the Optical
Society of America (Frontiers in Optics)/Laser Science Conference (Rochester, NY, October 23, 2008). After the symposium, workshop
participants were transported to the University of Rochester for a demonstration of the Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Teaching
Laboratory at the Institute of Optics.
We presented paper to workshop during Summer meeting (Edmondton, July 2009) of the AAPT (American Association of Physics
Teachers)describing our teaching experiments.
We also participated in NSF CCLI symposium in Washington DC (August 2008).
We presented paper on teaching experiments in photon quantum mechanics at the International Symposium on Quantum Information (Vilnius,
September 2008).
We published 13 papers in journals and 14 one time publications (including book, book chapters and conference proceedings), delivered 8
invited presentations and 9 other presentations.
Contributions Beyond Science and Engineering:
This project contributes to the public welfare beyond science and engineering. Two laboratory experiments with involvement of undergraduate
students are devoted to a pivotal hardware element for quantum information (single-photon source).
In quantum communication, using single photon sources prevent an eavesdropper from being allowed to intercept, without the sender/receiver's
knowledge, a message with secret encryption key. Any e-mail message, telephone call, credit card information and other financial transaction
will be safe. They will be protected by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
Conference Proceedings
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Lukishova, SG;Bissell, LJ;Evans, CM;Hahn, M;Choi, YJ;Clarkson, CJ;Qian, XF;Krauss, TD;Stroud, CR;Boyd, RW, Visible and
Telecom-Wavelength Single Quantum Dots in 1-D Photonic Bandgap Chiral Microcavities, "MAY 04-09, 2008", 2008 CONFERENCE ON
LASERS AND ELECTRO-OPTICS & QUANTUM ELECTRONICS AND LASER SCIENCE CONFERENCE, VOLS 1-9, : 2944-2945 2008
Bissell, LJ;Shi, ZM;Shin, H;Lukishova, SG;White, S;Boyd, RW;Stroud, CR, Single Photon Source on Demand Based on
Single-Colloidal-Quantum-Dot Fluorescence in Chiral Photonic Bandgap Liquid Crystal Hosts, "MAY 06-11, 2007", 2007 CONFERENCE
ON LASERS & ELECTRO-OPTICS/QUANTUM ELECTRONICS AND LASER SCIENCE CONFERENCE (CLEO/QELS 2007), VOLS
1-5, : 1779-1780 2007
Lukishova, SG;Boyd, RW;Shen, YR, Preface, "JUL, 2005", SELF-FOCUSING: PAST AND PRESENT, 114: V-XVIII 2009

Categories for which nothing is reported:
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Project Activities and Findings
Final Report
(for third year see page 24, for second year see page 12, for first year see page 3 )
Award No: EHR-0633621

CCLI-Phase I: Quantum Optics Laboratory
for the Undergraduate Curriculum – Teaching Quantum Mechanics
with Photon Counting Instrumentation
Carlos R. Stroud, Svetlana G. Lukishova, Wayne H. Knox
The Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester NY 14627

This three-year-project’s goals are as follows:
x Curriculum improvement of the undergraduate education in Quantum Mechanics through
adaptation and implementation of Quantum Optics/Information teaching laboratories and
educational practices that have been already developed and tested by some European and
North American Universities;
x Involvement of undergraduate students in planning and decisions of building the teaching
laboratory to increase feedback between teaching and learning;
x Involvement of undergraduate students in the scientific process by using research samples in
the undergraduate teaching laboratory;
x Effective dissemination of project results to the broader community.
This project was very successful. We were awarded a Phase II grant for collaborative research
on diverse partnerships for teaching quantum mechanics and modern physics with photon
counting instrumentation (award N 0920500). A new project scope is the development of a set
of 1.5 - 3 hour teaching experiments for quantum mechanics and modern physics courses at a
diverse range of colleges and Universities. The project will impact the curricula of three
Departments of the University of Rochester (UR), two community colleges (Monroe and
Corning), liberal art Bryn Mawr women’s college, Rochester Institute of Technology, Adelphi
University with four-year Physics program and two other colleges that will be identified after a
4th year workshop.
x

x

Four teaching experiments were built at the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester:
- entanglement and Bell’s inequalities;
- single-photon source interference in Young’s double-slit and Mach-Zehnder
interferometers;
- confocal fluorescence microscopy of single-emitter fluorescence;
- Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup and fluorescence antibunching.
Manuals were written for four experiments with photon counting instrumentation.

x

We created a Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory website linked with
NSF funded sites (thequantumexange.org and compadre.org):
http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab with more than
1700 visitors.
x

At the end of the third-year Activities and Finding Section of this report we attached
evaluation sheets of our laboratory course by our students which we received from the

2
Dean’s office. This evaluation shows the success of our project. Evaluations of student
knowledge also show the success of our approach (see evaluations of different groups of
students for each year separately).
x

We organized two symposia-workshops during Optical Society of America Annual
Meetings to create a network on teaching quantum mechanics using quantum optics
experiments. We had many visitors of our Quantum Optics and Quantum Information
Laboratory facility. This facility is also used in our outreach program.

x

We published 13 papers in journals and 14 one time publications (including book, book
chapters and conference proceedings), delivered 8 invited presentations and 9 other
presentations.

x

We collaborated with two community colleges. Monroe Community College students (26
students, 5 groups) carried out two labs at the University of Rochester. Prof. Stroud
delivered an invited lecture “Quantum Weirdness Technology of the Future” at the Corning
Community College (see letter with thanks at the end of the second year report).

x

A total of 113 students (28 groups) passed through the labs and more than 120 students (17
groups) through lab lecture-demonstrations.
Among them:
•

10 freshmen (2 groups) of the “Optics in the Information Age” course carried out 12hour-research projects using the single photon source and the single photon
interference lab facilities;

•

24 students (9 groups) passed through the whole, 4 credit hour “Quantum Optics and
Quantum Information Laboratory” course with four labs (15 hours for each lab);

•

4 students (2 groups) of the “Advanced Experimental Techniques” course (Department
of Physics and Astronomy) passed through the 15-hour entanglement lab;

•

37 students (8 groups) of the “Quantum Mechanics of Optical Materials and Devices”
course carried out 3-hour versions of
(1) entanglement and (2) single photon
interference labs;

•

12 graduate students (2 groups) of the “Advanced Quantum Optics” course carried out
3-hour versions of (1) entanglement and (2) single photon source labs;

•

26 Monroe Community College students (5 groups) of the “Modern Physics” course
carried out 3-hour versions of (1) entanglement and (2) single-photon interference
labs;

•

85 freshmen (14 groups) of the “Optics in the Information Age” course and Colgate
University students participated in lecture-demonstrations of teaching experiments;

•

More than 35 Brighton high-school students (3 groups) and teachers participated in
lecture-demonstrations of quantum optics teaching laboratories.

The next pages are devoted to a detailed description of our activities and finding for each year
separately, starting from the first year.

3
FIRST YEAR (June 07 – May 08)
During the first year period of funding, our main research and education activities have been
focused on following challenges:
x Developing and building four teaching experiments at the Institute of Optics, University of
Rochester (S. Lukishova, C. Stroud, students L. Bissell and B. Zimmerman):
- entanglement and Bell’s inequalities;
- single-photon source interference in Young’s double-slit and Mach-Zehnder
interferometers;
- confocal fluorescence microscopy of single-emitter fluorescence;
- Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup and fluorescence antibunching.
x Developing the manuals for these teaching experiments;
x Preparation and teaching the course on Quantum Optics and Quantum Information
Laboratory (S. Lukishova) to six students from three departments;
x Meeting with Monroe Community College Vice President Janet Glocker and Dean Dianna
Phillips regarding collaborative activities;
x Meeting with Corning Community College Professor T.A. Dunbar, discussion of his
teaching experiments on modern optics and his involvement in our projects.
x Demonstration of four quantum optics experiments to 26 students of the course “Optics in
the Information Age” (S. Lukishova, W. Knox);
x Demonstration of four quantum optics experiments to group of students of Colgate
University visiting the Institute of Optics with their Prof. E. Galvez (We adapt and
implement his experience on building and teaching photon quantum mechanics
experiments);
x Evaluation of students’ knowledge by questionnaires, report and essay writing, and oral
presentations;
x Dissemination of results by writing papers and conference paper submission;
x Organizing future workshop-symposium “Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for
Undergraduates” during the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America (Rochester,
NY, October 23, 2008). We invited 5 speakers (“Undergraduate Quantum Optics: The
Challenge and the Excitement”, M. Fox, Univ. of Sheffield, UK; “A Quantum Optics
Laboratory for Teaching Quantum Mechanics”, E. J. Galvez, Colgate Univ; “How to Write
a Successful Educational Proposal to the NSF”, W. W. Hein (NSF); “Teaching Quantum
Mechanics with Photon Counting Instrumentation”, C. R. Stroud. G. Lukishova, Univ. of
Rochester; “The Challenges of Quantum Physics as Pedagogical Tools, A. G. Zajonc,
Amherst College) and announced contributed oral and poster paper submission. After the
symposium, all participants will be transported to the University of Rochester for a
demonstration of the Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Teaching Laboratory at the
Institute of Optics.
x Website preparation;
x Dissemination of results by demonstration of teaching experiments to Prof. E. Galvez
(Colgate University) and professors from University of Arizona (H. Gibbs), Arizona State
University (C-Z. Ning), University of Maryland, Baltimore County (T. Pittman).
x Students’ research on room-temperature quantum-dot-doped liquid-crystal photonicbandgap samples’ development for efficiency increase of a single photon source (S.
Lukishova)
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x

x
x
x

Sharing the new equipment with other research groups, for instance, (i) single-photon EMCCD-camera has been used in students’ research of R. Boyd’s and J. Howell’s groups on
quantum optics; (ii) time-correlated single-photon-counting PC-card was used separately in
the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester, both by students of R.
Sobolewski in research on NbN receivers and in A. Schmid’s nanometrology group;
Evaluation of the first step of the project by the internal evaluator;
In addition to current room (210 sq. feet), recently the Institute of Optics provided two
rooms for the course labs (175.4 sq. feet and 242 sq. feet).
Spectra-Physics donated a 250-mW UV argon ion laser with etalon inside for entanglement
and Bell’s inequality lab.

More details of our activities with the main results and findings are described below, in Parts 15 of this section of the Report. Here are the highlights of these findings:
Contribution to knowledge base outcome:
x Four teaching experiments were built at the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester (S.
Lukishova, C. Stroud, students L. Bissell and B. Zimmerman):
- entanglement and Bell’s inequalities;
- single-photon source interference in Young’s double-slit and Mach-Zehnder
interferometers;
- confocal fluorescence microscopy of single-emitter fluorescence;
- Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup and fluorescence antibunching.
x Manuals were written for four experiments with photon counting instrumentation.
x Students participated in this project co-authored one paper submitted to refereed journal,
one conference proceeding and two submitted conference abstracts.
x Minority student Brandon Zimmerman participated in three national undergraduate
symposia with oral presentations.
x We submitted a paper to the workshop during the Summer meeting of the AAPT, describing
our teaching experiments.
Learning outcome:
x More than forty students benefited from these teaching experiments. Among them are
students of three departments of the University of Rochester as well as students from
Colgate University.
x Using questionnaire with 36 questions on photon quantum mechanics showed that one half
from participated students answered correctly more than 75% of questions, 70% of students
answered correctly more than 70% of questions and all students answered correctly more
than 60% of questions.
x Students’ mastery in photon-counting instrumentation is shown in that 50% of students
received total scores of “A” and the rest of students received total scores of “A-“. The
grades were based on students’ capability of carrying out the experiments, writing the
reports and delivering oral presentations.
Community building outcome:
x
We interacted with investigators working on similar or related approaches: Prof. E. Galvez
(Colgate University), Prof. M. Beck (Whitman College), Prof. A. Zajonc (Amherst
College), Prof. M. Fox (University of Sheffield, UK).
x
Teaching experiments were shown to Prof. Gibbs (University of Arizona), Prof. T. Pittman
(University of Maryland Baltimore County) and other visitors of the Institute of Optics.
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A Workshop-symposium “Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates”
was included in the program of the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America
(Frontiers in Optics)/Laser Science Conference (Rochester NY, October 23, 2008).
x
Prof. Stroud delivered lectures on public colloquium at the Case Western Reserve
University entitled “Visualization and control of atomic electrons” and for general public at
the Laboratory for Laser Energetics S&T seminar entitled “The history of optics at the
University of Rochester”.
Below is a more detailed description of some above-mentioned findings. This first year of
the project was devoted to building four teaching labs, writing their manuals, starting teaching
of the course, starting of data collection for evaluation of students’ knowledge and the first
evaluation of new labs by the internal evaluator.
x

1. DESCRIPTION OF PREPARED TEACHING EXPERIMENTS
Lab. 1. Entanglement and Bell’s inequalities
The schematic of teaching experiment to produce polarization-entangled photons and Bell’s
inequalities’ violation measurements is shown in the Figure 1, left. We implemented and
developed the setup of D. Dehlinger and M.W. Mitchell [Am. J. Phys., 70 (9), 898 (2002)].
In this experiment, we use spontaneous parametric down conversion process in two type-I
BBO crystals. Light from a 10 mW, 405 nm cw pump diode laser passes through a blue filter
and then a quartz plate. A mirror re-directs the beam through a pair of BBO crystals that are
mounted back-to-back with one rotated 90o from the other about the beam propagation
direction. Down-converted photons from the crystals are detected by a pair of single-photon
counting avalanche photodiode modules (APDs) mounted on the rails. This enables these two
APDs to be on two diametrically opposite points of the down-converted cone. In this
arrangement each crystal can support downconversion of one pump polarization.

Coincidence Counts
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Figure 1. Left: Schematics of entanglement and Bell’s inequalities experiment Right: Experimental polarization
correlation’s.

A 45o polarized pump photon can downconvert in either crystal, producing a polarization
entangled pair of photons. Quartz plate rotation compensates phase ' introduced by the crystals.
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Coincidences are detected by a fast logic circuit (counter) card inside a PC. Figure 1, right
shows ~ cos 2 (D  E) coincidence count dependence on a relative angle D  E between two linear
polarizers A and B located in front of each APD. In this experiment an angle E of the linear
polarizer B varies at two different fixed angles D of the polarizer A. Calculation of Bell’s
inequality in the Clauser-Horn-Shimony-Holt form shows its violation (S~2.65 > 2).

Figure 2. Students M. Malik (Department of Optics) and P. Li (Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering) work on an entanglement and Bell’s inequality experiment.

Lab 2. Single photon interference (Young’s double slit experiment and Mach-Zehnder
interferometer)
Young’s double slit experiment with single photons shows wave-particle duality. Measurements
were made using He-Ne laser beam, attenuated to a single photon level and EM. cooled CCD
camera iXon of Andor Technologies (Figure 3, left). Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Figure 3,
right) is used for the demonstration of a single-photon interference after removing “which-way”
information (identification of the path).
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Figure 3, Left: Single-photon interference using Young’s double-slit at different exposure time. Right: MachZehnder interferometer schematics for “which-way experiment.

Figure 4. Student B. Zimmerman (Department of Optics) and teaching assistant L. Xu work on a single-photon
interference experiment.
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Lab 3. Confocal microscope imaging of single-emitter fluorescence
8 ps pulse duration, 76 MHz pulse repetition rate excitation at 532-nm was used for confocal
microscope single-emitter fluorescence imaging (Figure 5). DiI dye or colloidal semiconductor
quantum dots were used as emitters.

532 nm/1064 nm,
8 ps, ~100 MHz
laser

Sample with
single emitters
Objective

Interference
filter

Fiber

To Hanbury Brown –
Dichroic
Twiss setup
mirror Fluorescence
PZT stage
light

Figure 5. Left: Photograph and schematic of a home-built confocal microscope; right: User interface for singleemitter fluorescence imaging. Images of a raster scan of the sample show DiI-dye single-molecule fluorescence.

Students enrolled in the laboratory course also participated in research. They carried out
imaging of single PbSe quantum dot fluorescence in photonic bandgap cholesteric liquid crystal
host (Figure 6, left shows “blinking” of quantum dot). PbSe quantum dots are very important
for single-photon source operating at optical communication wavelengths. Figure 6, right shows
a group of students working on this project.

Figure 6. Left: Single PbSe quantum dot fluorescence image in 1-D photonic bandgap liquid crystal host (800 nm
fluorescence maximum); right: students working on this project - C. Clarkson (Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering), Y.J. Choi and X.-F. Qian (Department of Physics and Astronomy).

Lab. 4. Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup. Fluorescence antibunching
We were able to record changes of fluorescence intensity of single quantum dot in time (Figure
7, left). Figure 7, right shows Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup for fluorescence antibunching
measurements. It consists of a nonpolarizing 50:50 beamsplitter forming two arms. The time
interval Ĳ between two consecutively detected photons in separate arms is measured by a
TimeHarp 200 PC time-correlated single-photon counting card using a conventional start-stop
protocol. This coincidence-event distribution is proportional to the autocorrelation function
g(2)(Ĳ). For single photons, g(2)(0)=0 indicating the absence of pairs, or antibunching. Figure 8
shows antibunching curves with the dips at Ĳ = 0 indicating antibunching. The antibunching dip
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Fluorescence (counts/5 ms)

at time interval Ĳ = 0 on the correlation events histogram is a proof of the single-photon nature
of the source.
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Figure 7. Left: Schematics of Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup for fluorescence antibunching measurements, right
– changes of fluorescence intensity of single CdSeTe quantum dot in time (blinking).
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Figure 8, Left: Fluorescence antibunching of single PbSe quantum dot on bare glass slip under pulsed laser
excitation (850 nm maximum fluorescence); right: fluorescence antibunching of single CdSeTe quantum dot in 1-D
photonic bandgap cholesteric liquid crystal host (fluorescence lifetime of quantum dots is higher than the time
interval between laser pulses).

2. PROVIDED OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
Training of six students from three departments of the University of Rochester was
accomplished during the first year of the project (Fall semester). These students were enrolled
in the course “Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory” (Lukishova). All
students carried out four teaching experiments, wrote reports and essay, delivered oral
presentations and answered questionnaires. They worked six hours per week during 15 weeks in
groups of two or three students. Two teaching assistants of the course were also trained on these
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equipment (Detailed description of the experiments is presented in previous section). One
student from this course (Brandon Zimmerman) continued to work on the project selecting it as
his research project. He delivered talks at three national undergraduate symposia as well as at
the Conference of the National Society of Black Engineers (students’ chapter). Four students of
the course were selected as co-authors in refereed publications (one journal submission and one
published conference proceeding).
In addition, some 26 students of the Institute of Optics enrolled in the course “Optics in the
Information Age” (Knox) participated in a lecture-demonstration of these laboratory
experiments. This demonstration provided students a laboratory experience with the concepts
that they studied on the lectures (e.g., single-photon interference, entanglement, fluorescence,
etc.) Approximately ten students of Colgate University and five high-school students
participated in similar demonstration.
Some equipment of Lab. 3, EM-CCD camera is practically in use almost every day in the
students’ research both of PI and co-PI groups and by students of other groups. For example, in
our collaborative research with Prof. Boyd (Department of Optics) and S.-H. Chen (Department
of Chemistry) on dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal laser this camera was used by students to
record the spatial distribution at the output of cholesteric laser with a high dynamic range.
Figure 9, left shows the results of using EM-CCD-camera by Boyd’s students working on
polarization entangled photons. It is easy to see spontaneous parametric down conversion cones
of photons at the output of type II BBO crystal using this device.

Figure 9. Example of student training results: spontaneous parametric down conversion cone of photons
at the output of type I (left) and type II BBO crystals (right).

Faculty of different Universities visited Quantum Optics and Quantum Information teaching
experiment facility learning the experience of the Institute of Optics. Among them were Prof.
Gibbs (University of Arizona), Prof. T. Pittman (University of Maryland Baltimore County),
and Prof. E. Galvez (Colgate University), Prof. T. Dunbar (Corning Community College).
3. OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
1. Prof. Stroud delivered a lecture for general public at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics S&T
seminar entitled 'The history of optics at the University of Rochester' (October 2007).
2. Prof. Stroud delivered a lecture on Public Colloquium at the Case Western Reserve
University entitled 'Visualization and control of atomic electrons' (April 9, 2008).
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3. Undergraduate minority student Brandon Zimmerman delivered four lectures about the role
of adiabatical following in classical and quantum mechanics and single-photon detection
using single-emitter fluorescence at the following conferences:
- Annual McNair Undergraduate Research Conference (University of Maryland, Baltimore
County, Fall 2007);
- National Society of Black Engineers, Annual Fall Regional Research Conference (Fall 2007);
- National Conference for Undergraduate Research (Maryland, Spring 2008);
- National Undergraduate Students in Technical Research Competition (Orlando, Florida,
Spring 2008).
4. Graduate student Luke Bissell participated in optical experiment outreach activity with highschool students (Spring 2008).
4. INITIAL STEP OF EVALUATION OF STUDENTS’ KNOWLEDGE AND
LABORATORY COURSE SUCCESS
To monitor students’ activity in the classroom as well as to evaluate students’ knowledge and
course success, we used both formative and summative evaluation techniques which tell us (1)
whether students like these labs and what needs to be improved; (2) whether students mastered
particular concepts. In addition, to satisfy the National Science Standards [National Research
Council (Washington, DC, 1996] we took some methodology from the paper of E. Etkina, A.
Van Heuvelen et al. [“Scientific abilities and their assessment”, Phys. Rev. Spec. Topics – Phys.
Educ. Research, 2, 020103 (2006)], in particular we taught students (i) recognize and analyze
alternative explanations and models and (ii) communicate and defend a scientific argument.
Director and coordinator of the Teaching Laboratories of the Institute of Optics P. Adamson led
in efforts of internal evaluation of the project. We will use the help of external evaluators when
the project will be stabilized.
Formative evaluation was carried out by six students enrolled in the laboratory course taught by
Lukishova. These evaluations took place both in oral (after each lab) and in written (after the
whole course) forms. All students evaluated the course very positive that indicates the success
of the course. The main improvements of the course should be in more intensive homework
tasks. Some students wanted to build experimental set-ups from scratch.
Summative evaluation was accomplished by two ways: (1) using different questionnaires
(without grading) and (2) using the grades for each lab. Two teaching assistants helped in
summative evaluation.
For instance, using questionnaire with 36 questions on photon quantum mechanics showed that
one half students answered correctly more than 75% of questions, 70% of students answered
correctly more than 70% of questions and all students answered correctly more than 60% of
questions. It shows the success in students’ learning. During the discussion of questionnaires
with each student separately, students were asked to defend their scientific arguments because
some questions permitted different types of answers.
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Students’ mastery in photon-counting instrumentation showed that 50% of students received
total scores of “A” and the rest of students received total scores of “A-“. The grades were based
on students’ capability of carrying out the experiments, writing the reports, and delivering oral
presentations.
To recognize and analyze alternative explanations and models students were asked to write the
essays on alternative technologies to single-photon sources based on single colloidal quantum
dot fluorescence.
For communication skills development students were divided into groups (two or three students
in each group depending on particular lab). Each group of students presented a single report
written by all group members although students within each group can received different grades
for the lab. The grade also depended on students’ activity and knowledge during the whole lab.
Before each lab students were asked and were able to ask their instructor any questions.
5. PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (first year of the project)
5.1. Journal publications and periodically published conference proceedings
1.

S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, V.M. Menon, N. Valappil, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, B.
Zimmerman, T.D. Krauss, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, ”Organic photonic bandgap
microcavities doped with semiconductor nanocrystals for room-temperature single
photon sources on demand”, J. Modern Optics, Special issue on Single Photon, 2008
(submitted).

2.

S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C.M. Evans, M.A. Hahn, Y.J. Choi, C.J. Clarkson, X.F.
Qian, T.D. Krauss, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, “Visible and telecom-wavelength single
quantum dots in 1-D photonic bandgap chiral microcavities”, Proceed. of the Quantum
Electronics and Laser Science Conference (CLEO/QELS 2008, Optical Society of
America, May 4-9, San Jose, CA, paper QFA5.

5.2. One-time publications in conference proceedings
3.

C.R. Stroud and S.G. Lukishova, “Teaching quantum mechanics with photon counting
instrumentation”, Invited presentation, Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of
America (Frontiers in Optics)/Laser Science Conference, Symposium-workshop
“Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates” (Rochester, NY,
October 23, 2008).

4.

S.G. Lukishova and C.R. Stroud, “Quantum optics and quantum information teaching
laboratory”, submitted to the workshop (postdeadline) “Photon Quantum Mechanical
Labs” of AAPT 2008 Summer Meeting (Edmonton, Alberta, CA, July 19-23, 2008).

5.

C.R. Stroud and S.G. Lukishova, “CCLI-PHASE I: quantum optics laboratory for the
undergraduate curriculum – teaching quantum mechanics with photon counting
instrumentation”, Poster presentation, National Science Foundation, CCLI PI
Conference, Washington D.C., August 13-15 (2008), accepted.
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S.G. Lukishova, C.R. Stroud, Jr., L.J. Bissell, B. Zimmerman, W. H. Knox, “Teaching
experiments on photon quantum mechanics”, Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of
America (Frontiers in Optics)/Laser Science Conference, Symposium-workshop
“Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates” (Rochester, NY,
October 23, 2008), poster presentation, submitted.

6.

c) Other lectures and presentations
7.

C.R. Stroud, Jr., “The history of Optics at the University of Rochester”, Public lecture at
the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, S&T seminar (October 2007).

8.

C.R. Stroud, Jr., “Visualization and control of atomic electrons”, Case Western Reserve
University, Public Colloquium (April 9, 2008).

9.

B. Zimmerman, “Quantum tennis”, Annual McNair Undergraduate Research
Conference (University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Fall 2007).
B. Zimmerman, “Quantum tennis”, National Society of Black Engineers, Annual Fall
Regional Research Conference” (Fall 2007).

10.

B. Zimmerman, “Quantum tennis”, National Conference for Undergraduate Research
(Maryland, Spring 2008).

11.

B. Zimmerman, “Research on quantum tennis and single-photon source”, National
Undergraduate Students in Technical Research Competition (Orlando, Florida, Spring
2008).

12.

Project Activities and Findings
Second Year
(June 08 – May 09)
Award No: EHR-0633621

CCLI-Phase I: Quantum Optics Laboratory
for the Undergraduate Curriculum – Teaching Quantum Mechanics
with Photon Counting Instrumentation
Carlos R. Stroud, Svetlana G. Lukishova, Wayne H. Knox
The Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester NY 14627

During the second year period of funding, our main research and education activities have
been focused on the following challenges:
x

x

Developing and building new teaching experiments at the Institute of Optics, University of
Rochester (S. Lukishova, C. Stroud, students A.K. Jha, H. Chin, R. Smith, L. Bissell, and
B. Zimmerman):
-

new setup for entanglement and Bell’s inequalities lab using an argon ion laser;

-

spectroscopy setup for single-photon source labs;

Developing of three hour versions (“mini-labs”) of (1) entanglement lab; (2) single-photon
interference lab; (3) single photon source lab.
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x

Teaching the 4-credit hour course on Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory
(S. Lukishova) to seven students from two departments (including students of Advanced
Physics Labs).

x

Preparation and teaching two “mini-labs” labs to two groups of 12 students of Monroe
Community College ( MCC). Entanglement lab was taught by Dr. Lukishova, single photon
interference lab – by Prof. P. D’Alessandris (MCC). Students were delivered to the
University of Rochester using vans rented by the University of Rochester.

x

Preparation and teaching two “mini-labs” to four groups of 20 seniors of the lecture course
of Prof. Stroud OPT 223 “Quantum mechanics of optical materials and devices”.
Entanglement lab was taught by Dr. Lukishova, single photon interference lab – by a TA.

x

Teaching two “mini-labs” to two groups of 12 students of the course PHY534/OPT554
“Advanced topics of quantum optics”.

x

Demonstration of four quantum optics experiments to three groups of freshmen (21students)
of the course OPT 101 “Optics in the Information Age” (S. Lukishova, W. Knox);

x

Evaluation of students’ knowledge by questionnaires, report and essay writing, and oral
presentations;

x

Studies of student feedback on demonstration experiments for freshmen of OPT 101.

x

Dissemination of results by writing papers and conference paper submission;

x

Holding a workshop-symposium “Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for
Undergraduates” during the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America (Rochester,
NY, October 23, 2008). Transportation to the University of Rochester workshop
participants for a demonstration of the Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Teaching
Laboratory at the Institute of Optics.

x

Website preparation of the course “Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory
(http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab). Linking this
website with NSF supported the Quantum Exchange and ComPadre sites.

x

Students’ research on room-temperature polarized single photon source (S. Lukishova)
Senior Roger Smith received two University awards for his presentations: President award
and Stoddard prize;

x

Sharing the new equipment with other research groups, for instance, (i) single-photon EMCCD-camera, Newport picometer has been used in students’ research of R. Boyd’s group
on quantum optics. Boyd’s student carries out a research project using confocal microscope
setup with antibunching measurements (Labs 3-4).

x

Student of Optics course on polarization used entanglement setup for his research project for
this course (Prof. T. Brown).

x

Evaluation of the second year of the project by internal evaluators.

x

Outreach activities.
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More details of our activities with the main results and findings are described below, in Parts 15 of this section of the Report. Here are the highlights of these findings:
x

Contribution to knowledge base outcome:
Two new teaching experiments were built at the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester
S. Lukishova, C. Stroud, students A.K. Jha, H. Chin, R. Smith, L. Bissell, and B.
Zimmerman):
-

new setup for entanglement and Bell’s inequalities lab using an argon ion laser;

-

spectroscopy setup for single-photon source labs;

x

Students participated in this project co-authored one paper accepted to refereed journal
(participation of minority student), one paper submitted to the University of Rochester
journal of undergraduate research, two accepted conference proceeding and three conference
presentations within the University.

x

Minority student Brandon Zimmerman participated in one national undergraduate symposia
with oral presentation.

x

Papers were presented on educational symposiums: CCLI conference (Washington DC),
AAPT Summer Meeting (Edmonton), Symposium on Quantum Optics and Quantum
Engineering for Undergraduates (Rochester).

x

Learning outcome (for more details and histograms see section 4)
More than seventy students benefited from these teaching experiments. Among them are
students of two departments of the University of Rochester as well as students from Monroe
Community College.

x

Using questionnaire with 36 questions on photon quantum mechanics students of OPT 253
course showed that 65% of students answered correctly more than 75% of questions, and all
students answered correctly more than 70% of questions and all students answered correctly
more than 60% of questions.

x

Students’ mastery in photon-counting instrumentation is shown in that 65% of students
received total scores of “A” and the rest of students received total scores of “A-“. The
grades were based on students’ capability of carrying out the experiments, writing the
reports and delivering oral presentations. Students had a possibility to rewrite their reports
for a better grade.

x

“Mini-lab” method showed high percent of correct answers, e.g. all students OPT 223
answered correctly for 75% answers for one lab and 85% for another lab.

x

Community building outcome:
We interacted with investigators working on similar or related approaches: Prof. E. Galvez
(Colgate University), Prof. M. Beck (Whitman College), Prof. A. Zajonc (Amherst
College), Prof. M. Fox (University of Sheffield, UK)., Prof. P. Kwiat (U. Illinois at UrbanaChampaign);
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x

A Workshop-symposium “Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates”
was organized and held during the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America
(Frontiers in Optics)/Laser Science Conference (Rochester NY, October 23, 2008).

x

Teaching experiments were shown to participants of Rochester symposium-workshop
“Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates”;

x

Prof. Stroud delivered lectures (1) on Physical Sciences Seminar, Corning Community
College, April 24, 2009 “Quantum Weirdness Technology of the Future?”; (2) on Physics
Colloquium Department of Physics, Oklahoma State University, March 12, 2009
“Entanglement in the macroscopic limit: Why an observation of a butterfly in the Amazon
does not determine the outcome of a Cowboy game”; (3) on New York Section of
American Physical Society Meeting, Rochester, NY, April 18, 2009 “Quantum weirdness:
Technology of the future?”

x

Dr. Lukishova delivered lecture on S&T Seminar, Laboratory for Laser Energetics
University of Rochester (April 14, 2009). “Quantum optics teaching experiments”

Below is a more detailed description of some above-mentioned findings. This second year of
the project was devoted to building two new lab experiments, teaching of the 4-credit hour
course “Qantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory, developing three “mini-labs”
from this course, introducing “mini-labs” into lecture courses, data collection for evaluation of
students’ knowledge and the evaluation of new labs by the internal evaluator.
1.
DESCRIPTION OF NEW TEACHING EXPERIMENTS
Lab. 1. Entanglement and Bell’s inequalities
In addition to Lab 1 described in the first year report (pp. 3-4, Figure 1), we built a new setup
using an argon ion laser donated by Spectra Physics division of Newport Corporation. Although
in general a new setup is similar to Figure 1 set up, a new 100 mW, 363. 8 nm, cw laser and
a thicker type I BBO crystal set permitted us to built a setup with very reproducible results for
quick demonstration of photon entanglement during only 2 hours of “mini-lab” for several
groups of students of different levels.

Figure 10. New entanglement lab setup (left) and entangled photon registration module (right).

All groups of students (see, e.g. Figure 11) obtained very high visibility fringes of coincidence
count (~0.9) showing photon entanglement (Figure 12).
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Figure 11. Group of OPT 223 students in
the entanglement lab.

Figure 12. Experimental polarization correlations.

This setup also permits students to observe cone of downconverted photons using a low-light
level EM-CCD camera. Figure 13 shows one frame of video obtained by the students showing a
cone of downconverted photons in a type I BBO crystal.

Figure 13. Left: setup for the observation of a cone of downconverted light.
Right: image of a downconverted light cone for a 2mm thick type I single BBO crystal.

Labs 3-4. Single photon source
A SP2150i (Acton Research Corporation) spectrometer with a low-light level EM-CCD camera
has been added to a single-photon source setup, so students were able to record spectra of two
types of single emitters – colloidal quantum dots and NV-color centers in nanodiamonds. Figure
14, left shows spectra of several colloidal quantum dots obtained by the students. Figures 14,
right and 15 show their results on confocal fluorescence microscope imaging of these quantum
dots, and fluorescence antibunching curve (prove of a single photon nature of the source).

Figure 14. Left: Spectra of CdSeTe quantum dots in a cholesteric photonic bandgap microcavity, showing
elliptical polarization. Right: Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of CdSeTe quantum dots
in cholesteric photonic bandgap liquid crystal host (25 Pm x 25 Pm scan). Count rate is shown in counts/pixel.
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Figure 15. Antibunching curve of single QD fluorescence
in a cholesteric photonic bandgap structure.
Figure 16. Students of OPT 253 carrying out a singlephoton source Lab.

These results obtained by the students (Figure 16) were included in already accepted paper of
the Proceedings of the International Conference on Quantum Electronics (IQEC 09). Senior
Roger Smith (left student) continued to work on his research project on the same setup after a
lab course and received two University awards for his presentations: President award and
Stoddard prize.
2.
PROVIDED OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
More than 70 students benefited from the project during the second year of funding. The groups
of trained students with different level are listed below:
(1) 21 students of OPT 101 course “Optics
in the Information Age” (Knox) with
lecture demonstration of four teaching
experiments in quantum optics. This
demonstration provided students a
laboratory experience with the concepts
that they studied on the lectures (e.g.,
single-photon
interference,
entanglement, fluorescence, etc.)
(2) 20 students of OPT 223 course
“Quantum mechanics of Optical
Materials and Devices” (Stroud),
divided by four groups, carried out
two 3-hour labs (entanglement and
Bell’s inequality and single photon
interference using Young double slit
and Mach-Zehnder interferometer).

Figure 17. One group of OPT 101 students.

Figure 18. One group of OPT 223 students.

(3) 12 students of Monroe Community
College of Modern Physics course
carried out
two three hour labs
Figure 19. One group of Monroe Community
College students with Prof. P. D’Alessandris.
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((entanglement and Bell’s inequality
and single photon interference using
Young double slit and Mach-Zehnder
interferometer).
(4) 7 students of four-credit hour courses
OPT253
“Quantum
Optics
and
Quantum Information Laboratory” and
PHY243W “Advanced Laboratory”
carried out full, 15-hour versions of
developed labs. A teaching assistant of
this course was also trained.

Figure 20. One group of PHY 243 W students.

(5) 12 students of PHY534/OPT554 course
“Advanced Topics of Quantum Optics”
carried out
two three hour labs
((entanglement and Bell’s inequality
and single photon interference using
Young double slit and Mach-Zehnder
interferometer).
Figure 21. One group of PHY534/OPT 554 students.
In addition, three graduate and one undergraduate student carried out research projects using
different modules of this teaching laboratory facility.
3. OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
1. C.R. Stroud delivered a lecture for Corning Community College students and professors
“Quantum Weirdness Technology of the future?” ( April 29, 2009). In the Appendix of this
year report we are attaching a letter from Corning Community College professor to Stroud
with thanks.
2. C.R. Stroud delivered a lecture “Quantum weirdness: Technology of the future? New York
Section of American Physical Society Meeting, Rochester, NY, April 18, 2009.
3. S.G. Lukishova delivered a lecture for general public at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics
S&T seminar entitled “Quantum optics teaching experimentse”, April 14, 2009
4. During a symposium workshop “Quantum Optics and quantum Engineering for
Undergraduates’ (October 2008, Rochester), 29 participants including high-school teachers
and community college professors visited University of Rochester Teaching Labs. Special
bus ride was organized to deliver participants in the University and to return them back to
the Optical Society Annual Meeting.
4.

EVALUATION OF STUDENTS’ KNOWLEDGE AND
LABORATORY COURSE SUCCESS
To monitor students’ activity in the classroom as well as to evaluate students’ knowledge and
course success, we used both formative and summative evaluation techniques which tell us (1)
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whether students like these labs and what needs to be improved; (2) whether students mastered
particular concepts.
We evaluated four groups of students: (1) who took 15-hour version of the labs OPT253 and
PHY243W (total 7 students); (2) who took three-hour lab versions (OPT 223) (total 20
students); (3) Monroe Community College students (three-hour versions of the labs) (total 12
students); (4) freshmen of OPT 101 course with lecture demonstrations (total 21 students).
Formative evaluation was carried out by seven students enrolled in the laboratory course taught
by Lukishova (OPT 253 and PHY243W). These evaluations took place both in oral (after each
lab) and in written (after the whole course) forms. All students evaluated the course very
positive that indicates the success of the course. The main improvements of the course should
be in more detailed lecture before the course and some improvement for faster data collection in
entanglement lab.
Formative evaluation was carried out by 20 students of OPT 223 course. Three questions were
asked by C.R. Stroud: (1) Please comment in detail what you liked (or disliked) about the labs.
(2) Did they help with your appreciation of the abstract concepts underlying quantum
mechanics? (3) Would you recommend that the labs be included in future semesters? (4) If they
are included do you think that they should be expanded? Student response was very positive.
The main suggestion to improve is better correlation with lecture materials.
Summative evaluation was accomplished by two ways: (1) using different questionnaires
(without grading) and (2) using the grades for each lab. One teaching assistants helped in
summative evaluation. Histograms in Figure 22 show percent of correct answers to seven
questions of Lab 1 and Lab 2 for OPT 223 students after lab completion. Figure 23 shows the
same histograms for Monroe Community College students.
MCC students (total 11)
OPT 223 students (16 and 20 students total)

Lab 1
Lab 2

Number of students

20
Lab 1

15

Lab 2

10
5

Number of students

4
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1
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100

Percent of correct answers

Figure 22. Histogram of evaluation of student
learning for OPT 223 labs.
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Figure 23. Histogram of evaluation of student
learning for Monroe Community College students.

Figure 24 shows the result of course evaluation by freshmen of OPT101. Not all freshmen
participated (total 21) answered our questionnaires. Questionnaires contained both scientific
questions and evaluation of lecture demonstration.
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OPT 101 (13 students from 21)
Number of students

10

Scientific questions

8

Understanding and
interest

6
4
2
0
0

50

90

100

Percent of correct or ("yes")
answers

Figure 23. Evaluation of freshmen knowledge after lecture demonstration.

A feedback from students showed that freshmen need hands-on experiments and not only
lecture demonstration. Next year course professor Knox decided to include such hands-on
experiments in his lecture course.
Using questionnaire with 36 questions on photon quantum mechanics of OPT 253 course
showed that 65% of students answered correctly more than 75% of questions and all students
answered correctly more than 70% of questions. It shows the success in students’ learning.
Students’ mastery in photon-counting instrumentation showed that 65% of students received
total scores of “A” and the rest of students received total scores of “A-“. The grades were based
on students’ capability of carrying out the experiments, writing the reports, and delivering oral
presentations.
For communication skills development students were divided into groups (two or three students
for OPT253/PHY243W in each group and 3-6 students for OPT223 and Monroe Community
College depending on particular lab. Each group of students presented a single report written
by all group members although students within each group can received different grades for the
lab. The grade also depended on students’ activity and knowledge during the whole lab. Before
each lab students were asked and were able to ask their instructor any questions.
5. PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (second year of the project)
5.1. Journal publications
1.

S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C. R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, Room-temperature single photon sources with
definite circular and linear polarizations, Optics and Spectroscopy, Special issue (Proceedings of XII
International Conference on Quantum Optics and Quantum Information), submitted.

2.

S.G. Lukishova, L. J. Bissell, V.M. Menon, N. Valappil, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, B, Zimmerman, T.D.
Krauss, C. R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, Organic photonic bandgap microcavities doped with semiconductor
nanocrystals for room-temperature single photon sources on demand, J. Modern Optics Special Issue on
Single Photon, 56 (2-3): 167-174 2009.

3.

S.K.H. Wei, Shaw H. Chen, K. Dolgaleva, S.G. Lukishova, R.W. Boyd, Robust organic lasers
comprising glassy-cholesteric pentafluorene doped with a red-emitting oligofluorene, Appl. Phys. Lett.,
94, 041111 (2009).
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4.

K. Dolgaleva, S.K.H. Wei, S.G. Lukishova, S.H. Chen, K. Schwertz, and R.W. Boyd, Enhanced
laser performance of cholesteric liquid crystals doped with oligofluorene dye, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B, 25,
Issue 9, 1496-1504, 2008.

5.

C. R. Stroud, Jr, An astronomical solution to an old quantum problem., Physics 2, 19 (2009)

6.

M. A. Landau and C. R. Stroud, Jr., Wave-packet entanglement, Phys. Rev. A. 77, 062104 (2008).

7.

A.M. Marino, C. R. Stroud, Phase-locked laser system for use in atomic coherence experiments
Review of Scientific Instruments 79, 013104 (2008).

8.

R.A. Smith (supervised by S.G. Lukishova), Single photons from colloidal quantum dots hosted in
cholesteric liquid crystal, J. Undergraduate Research, Univ. of Rochester, submitted (2009).

5.2. Book, book chapters and conference proceedings
9.

R.W. Boyd, S.G. Lukishova, Y.-R. Shen, Eds, Self-focusing: Past and Present. Fundamentals and
Prospects, Springer Series: Topics in Applied Physics , vol. 114, Springer NY, 2008, 605 p. 299 illus.,
ISBN: 978-0-387-32147-9.

10. S.G. Lukishova, R.W. Boyd, Y.-R. Shen, Preface, v – xviii, in Self-focusing: Past and Present.
Fundamentals and Prospects, Springer Series: Topics in Applied Physics, vol. 114, Springer NY, 2008.
11. S.G. Lukishova, Y.V. Senatsky, N.E. Bykovsky, A.S. Scheulin, Beam shaping and suppression of selffocusing in high-peak power Nd:glass laser systems, Chapter 8, 191-229, in Self-focusing: Past and
Present. Fundamentals and Prospects, Springer Series:Topics in Applied Physics, vol. 114, Springer
NY, 2008, 605 p.
12. S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C.M. Evans, M.A. Hahn, Y.J. Choi, C.J. Clarkson, X.F. Qian, T.D. Krauss,
C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, “Visible and telecom-wavelength single quantum dots in 1-D photonic
bandgap chiral microcavities”, Proceed. of the Quantum Electronics and Laser Science Conference
(CLEO/QELS 2008, Optical Society of America, May 4-9, San Jose, CA, paper QFA5.
13.

L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, R.A. Smith, M. Lahiri, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, “Polarized single
photons from colloidal quantum dots in chiral microcavities at room temperature”, International
Conference on Quantum Electronics IQEC 2009 (Baltimore, MD, paper ITuJ5, June 1-5, 2008.

14. C.R. Stroud and S.G. Lukishova, “Teaching quantum mechanics with photon counting instrumentation”,
Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America (Frontiers in Optics)/Laser Science Conference,
Symposium-workshop “Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates” (Rochester, NY,
October 23, 2008), paper SThD2, CD-ROM (2008).
15. S.G. Lukishova, C.R. Stroud, Jr., L.J. Bissell, B. Zimmerman, W. H. Knox, “Teaching experiments on
photon quantum mechanics”, Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America (Frontiers in
Optics)/Laser Science Conference, Symposium-workshop “Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for
Undergraduates” (Rochester, NY, October 23, 2008), paper SThD3, CD-ROM (2008).
16. S.G. Lukishova, C.R. Stroud, L.J. Bissell, “Teaching experiments on photon quantum mechanics”, Book
of Abstracts, pp. 39-40, XXII International Conference on Quantum Information ICQO 2008 (Sept. 2023, 2008), Vilnius, Lithuania.
17. S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, “Single photons with definite polarization from
single emitters in liquid crystals”, Book of Abstracts, pp. 69-71, XXII International Conference on
Quantum Information ICQO 2008 (Sept. 20-23, 2008), Vilnius, Lithuania.
18. S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C.M. Evans, M.A. Hahn, Y.J. Choi, C.J. Clarkson, X.F. Qian, T.D. Krauss,
C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, “Visible and telecom-wavelength single quantum dots in 1-D photonic
bandgap chiral microcavities”, Proceed. of the Quantum Electronics and Laser Science Conference
(CLEO/QELS 2008, Optical Society of America, May 4-9, San Jose, CA, paper QFA5, CD-ROM (2008).

5.4. One-time publications in conference proceedings
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16. C.R. Stroud and S.G. Lukishova, “CCLI-Phase I: Quantum optics laboratory for the undergraduate
curriculum – teaching quantum mechanics with photon counting instrumentation”, paper 370, A201A202, Technical Digest, National Science Foundation, CCLI PI Conference, Washington D.C., August
13-15 (2008).
17.

S.G. Lukishova and C.R. Stroud, “Quantum optics and quantum information teaching laboratory”,
Workshop “Photon Quantum Mechanical Labs” of American Association of Physics Teachers 2008
Summer Meeting (Edmonton, Alberta, CA, July 19-23, 2008), paper PST1-32 (2008).

5.5. Invited presentations
1.

S.G. Lukishova, “Quantum optics teaching experiments”, S&T Seminar, Laboratory for Laser Energetics
University of Rochester (April 14, 2009).

2.

C.R. Stroud and S.G. Lukishova, “Teaching quantum mechanics with photon counting instrumentation”,
Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America (Frontiers in Optics/Laser Science Conference,
Symposium-workshop “Quantum Optics and Quantum Engineering for Undergraduates” (Rochester, NY,
October 23, 2008).

3.

S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, “Single photons with definite polarization from
single emitters in liquid crystals”, Book of Abstracts, pp. 69-71, XXII International Conference on
Quantum Information ICQO 2008 (Sept. 20-23, 2008), Vilnius, Lithuania.

4.

C.R. Stroud, “Quantum Weirdness Technology of the future?” , Physical Sciences Seminar, Corning

Community College, April 24, 2009.
5.

C.R. Stroud, How did we end up here? A brief history of Optics in Rochester , Rochester Section Optical
Society of America (http://osa.braveline.com/rosa/Talk0303.pdf), March 9, 2009

6.

C.R. Stroud, Entanglement in the macroscopic limit: Why an observation of a butterfly in the Amazon
does not determine the outcome of a Cowboy game., Physics Colloquium Department of Physics,
Oklahoma State University, March 12, 2009.

7.

C.R. Stroud, Decoherence, decoherence-free subspaces and sudden entanglement in oscillators coupled to
various reservoirs,. Quantum Physics Seminar, Department of Physics, Oklahoma State University, March
13, 2009.

8.

C.R. Stroud, Quantum weirdness: Technology of the future? Invited lecture, New York Section of
American
Physical
Society
Meeting,
Rochester,
NY,
April
18,
2009.

5.6. Other presentations
1.

R.A. Smith (supervised by S.L. Lukishova), Single photons from colloidal quantum dots hosted in
cholesteric liquid crystal, University of Rochester Undergraduate Symposium (awarded by Presidential
Award for the best presentation of School of Engineering).

2.

R.A. Smith (supervised by S.L. Lukishova), Single photons from colloidal quantum dots hosted in
cholesteric liquid crystal, University of Rochester Physics Senior symposium” (awarded Stoddard prize).

3.

L.J. Bissell, R.A. Smith, S.G. Lukishova, M. Lahiri, C.R. Stroud, Jr., R.W. Boyd, Polarized single
photons from colloidal quantum dots in chiral microcavities at room temperature, The Institute of Optics
Industrial associates Meeting (April 2009).
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corning community college
Physics Department

Professor Lawrence Josbeno
1 Academic Drive
Corning, New York 14830-3297
607-962-9259; Fax: 607-962-9537
Email: josbenlj@corning-cc.edu

April 29, 2009

CARLOS R STROUD
THE INSTITUTE OF OPTICS
PROFESSOR
Dear Professor Stroud,
Thank you for the brilliant presentation “Quantum Weirdness Technology of the future?”, given on Friday,
May 24, 2009. This was an incredible experience for our students, who were from our Physics III class,
Principles of Physics II class and a variety of Technology classes.
The presentation was informative, entertaining, motivating and exciting. In short it was outstanding. The
students have been talking about the presentations and asking questions about Quantum Mechanics all week.
I talked with several of the Technology students and they appreciated the opportunity to learn about a
previously unknown area. The engineering students see this as their future and are planning on finding
courses in Quantum Mechanics at the schools they are transferring to.
Your lecture demonstrated outstanding intellectual ability, a promethean depth of understanding, patience
and cheerfulness. Our students perceive you, not just a visiting lecturer, but a veritable tour-de-force.
Thank you again for what was a rewarding experience for my students.
Sincerely yours,
Lawrence Josbeno
Professor of Physics
Corning Community College
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Project Activities and Findings
Third Year
(June 09 – May 10)
Award No: EHR-0633621

CCLI-Phase I: Quantum Optics Laboratory
for the Undergraduate Curriculum – Teaching Quantum Mechanics
with Photon Counting Instrumentation
Carlos R. Stroud, Svetlana G. Lukishova, Wayne H. Knox
The Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester NY 14627

Our main research and education activities during this third year of funding have been
focused on the following challenges:
x

Freshmen involvement in research: 12-hour freshmen research projects of the “Optics in the
Information Age” course (2 groups of 10 students) on room-temperature single photon
source and single photon interference (Lukishova, Knox);

x

Developing “mini-labs” (three-hour versions for teaching experiments built during the first
and second years of the project): (1) entanglement lab; (2) single-photon interference lab;
single photon source labs: (3) single emitter confocal fluorescence microscopy; (4)
fluorescence antibunching, Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer.

x

Developing independent program on quantum optics teaching experiments at the Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT) using the experience of the UR. Ron Jodoin spent his Fall
2009 sabbatical at the UR working with Lukishova on one of the versions of entanglement
lab which can be implemented at RIT as well as on single photon interference lab. Under the
mentoring of Lukishova, Jodoin performed existing experiments on single photon
interference and a test of Bell’s inequality using quantum entanglement. With this
background and experience he worked on a new setup to do quantum entanglement using a
blue diode laser as the source for parametric down-conversion. This involved aligning the
optics and assembling and testing a new coincidence counter that interfaced to a computer
using LabView.

x

As an additional educational experience for RIT, Jodoin audited Stroud’s course on
quantum optics and attended several colloquia hosted by the Institute of Optics.

x

Developing lecture materials on entanglement and Bell’s inequalities to facilitate students’
understanding of labs [Lukishova, Jodoin, Stroud in collaboration with Eberly (Department
of Physics, UR)];

x

Developing and teaching a 4-credit-hour course on Quantum Optics and Quantum
Information Laboratory (Lukishova) to seven students from three departments;

x

Preparation and teaching of two “mini-labs” labs at the UR facilities to 3 groups of 14
students of Monroe Community College (MCC). Entanglement lab was taught by Lukishova
(UR), single photon interference lab – by D’Alessandris (MCC).
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x

Preparation and teaching two “mini-labs” to 4 groups of 17 seniors of the UR lecture course
“Quantum mechanics of optical materials and devices” (Stroud). Entanglement lab was
taught by Lukishova, single photon interference lab – by a TA.

x

Students’ research on room-temperature polarized single photon source ( Lukishova)

x

Lecture-demonstrations of four quantum optics experiments to 25 students of the course
“Optics in the Information Age” (Lukishova, Knox);

x

Lecture-demonstrations of quantum optics experiments to 3 groups of 35 high-school
students and their teachers;

x

Sharing the new equipment with other research groups, for instance, (i) single-photon EMCCD-camera, Newport picometer has been used in students’ research of Boyd’s group on
quantum optics. Boyd’s student carries out a research project using confocal microscope
setup with antibunching measurements (Labs 3-4). Novotny’s students used entanglement
setup and EM-CCD-camera for their research project.

x

Evaluation of students’ knowledge by questionnaires, report and essay writing, and oral
presentations.

x

Dissemination of results by writing papers and conference paper submission;

x

Website preparation of the course “Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory”
(http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab). Linking this
website with NSF supported the Quantum Exchange and ComPadre sites.

x

Dissemination of results by demonstration of teaching experiments and students’ knowledge
evaluation strategies to Prof. E. Galvez (Colgate University) who participated in evaluation
of our project, professors Capasso (Harvard University), Aspect (Institute D’Optique,
France), Belyakov (Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, Russia), and other visitors of
the Institute of Optics (UR);

x

Outreach activities.

More details of our activities with the main results and findings are described below.
Here are the highlights of these findings:
x

x

Contribution to knowledge base outcome:
Four teaching experiments in quantum mechanics and modern physics are in development
by UR and MCC for students of diverse educational institutions. (Lukishova, Stroud,
D’Alessandris, graduate student Bissell, undergraduate students):
-

entanglement and Bell’s inequalities;

-

single-photon source interference in Young’s double-slit and Mach-Zehnder
interferometers;

-

confocal fluorescence microscopy of single-emitter fluorescence;

-

Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup and fluorescence antibunching.

Manuals were further developed for four experiments with photon counting instrumentation.
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x

Lecture materials on entanglement and Bell’s inequalities for facilitation of student’s
understanding were prepared after intensive discussions with leading quantum optics
scientists and teachers.

x

Students participated in this project co-authored one published paper, two accepted papers,
three accepted conference summaries.

x

Learning outcome:
During this third year of the project, more than 100 students benefited from these teaching
experiments. Among them are students of three departments of the UR, including 25
freshmen, MCC as well as students and teachers from Brighton High School.

x

Using questionnaires on photon quantum mechanics showed that 63% of OPT 223 students
(UR) answered correctly 90% of questions, 60% of MCC students answered correctly 80%
of questions and 60% of freshmen of OPT 101 (UR) participating in research answered
correctly 70% of questions.

x

Students’ mastery in photon-counting instrumentation of 4-credit hour course with 15-hour
labs shows that 60% of students received total scores of “A” and the rest of students
received total scores of “A-“. The grades were based on students’ capability of carrying out
the experiments, writing their reports and delivering oral presentations. All students
answered correctly 90% of questions.

x

Community building outcome:
Rochester educational institutions (UR, MCC) collaborate and share their experience on
improvement of student learning at these diverse educational institutions in quantum
mechanics and modern physics.

x

We interacted with investigators of other universities and counties working on similar or
related approaches: Jodoin (RIT), Galvez (Colgate University), Beck (Whitman College),
Bentley (Adelphi University), Noel (Bryn Mawr College).

x

Teaching experiments were shown to Galvez (Colgate University), Capasso (Harvard
University), Aspect (Institute d”Optique, France), Belyakov (Landau Institute for
Theoretical Physics (Russia)), and other visitors of the Institute of Optics.

x

Our website of Quantum Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory has already more
than 1700 visitors. Some people contact us directly by e-mails.

x

Prof. Stroud delivered an invited lecture in Pennsylvania, Lukishova was invited to deliver
her lecture in Oklahoma this September.

Below is a more detailed description of some above-mentioned findings. This third year of the
project was devoted to freshmen involvement to research using teaching labs facilities, sharing
the UR experience in quantum optics teaching experiments with Rochester Institute of
Technology (RIT), developing and teaching 3 hour versions of four teaching labs (“mini-labs”)
for UR and MCC, preparing lecture materials for the labs, teaching the 4-credit hour course,
lecture-demonstrations to students of different experience including freshmen and high-school
students, evaluation of students’ knowledge.
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PROVIDED OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
More than 100 students benefited from the project during the third year of funding. The groups
of trained students from different levels are listed below:
(1) 10 students (two groups) of the
freshmen OPT 101 course “Optics in
the Information Age” (Knox) carried
out 12 hour research projects on single
photon source and single photon
interference (Lukishova).
(2) 25 students (four groups) of the
freshmen OPT 101 course “Optics in
the
Information
Age”
(Knox)
participated in lecture-demonstrations
of four teaching experiments in
quantum optics (Lukishova). This
demonstration provided students a
laboratory experience with the concepts
that they studied on the lectures (e.g.,
single-photon
interference,
entanglement, fluorescence, etc.)
(3) 17 students (four groups) of the OPT
223 course “Quantum mechanics of
Optical Materials and Devices”
(Stroud), carried out two 3-hour labs
(entanglement and Bell’s inequality and
single photon interference using Young
double
slit
and
Mach-Zehnder
interferometer).
(4) 14 students (three groups) of the
Monroe Community College “Modern
Physics” course (D’Alessandris) carried
out two three-hour labs (D’Alessandris,
Lukishova) at the University of
Rochester (entanglement and Bell’s
inequality
and
single-photon
interference using Young double slit
and Mach-Zehnder interferometer).
(5) 7 students of four-credit hour course
OPT253
“Quantum
Optics
and
Quantum Information Laboratory” A

Figure 1. One of two research groups of
freshmen course OPT 101 at the single
photon interference lab.

Figure 2. One group of four groups of freshmen course
OPT 101 during lecture demonstration of quantum
optics experiments.

Figure 3. One of four groups of OPT 223 students at
entanglement and Bell’s inequalities lab.

Figure 4. One of three groups of Monroe
Community College students at entanglement and
Bell’s inequalities lab.
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teaching assistant of this course was
also trained.
(6) 35 students (3 groups) and their
teachers from Brighton High School
participated in lecture-demonstrations
of the quantum optics laboratory (Knox,
Lukishova).

Figure 5. Two undergraduate students of OPT 253 course
at the single photon source lab.

In addition, three graduate and one undergraduate student carried out research projects using
different modules of this teaching laboratory facility.
OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
1. See (6) of Section 2 (Lecture-demonstrations of quantum optics laboratory to Brighton
high-school students and teachers (Knox, Lukishova);
2. Stroud delivered lectures on “Quantum weirdness” at several Universities (Undergraduate
colloquium - University of Puget Sound - Sept 2009; Public Lecture - Pacific Lutheran
University - Sept 2009; Stookey Award Lecture - Corning, Inc. - Oct 2009;
Keynote Address - Annual meeting of New York Science, Engineering and Technology
Association; Corning Community College, October 2009; Welcoming Address Symposium on Quantum Engineering - University of Rochester, Oct. 2009).
3. Lukishova is invited this September to the University of Oklahoma (Tulsa) to give a talk as
well as to discuss challenges in organizing a quantum optics laboratory.
EVALUATION OF STUDENTS’ KNOWLEDGE AND LABORATORY COURSE
SUCCESS
To monitor students’ activity in the classroom as well as to evaluate students’ knowledge and
course success, we used both formative and summative evaluation techniques which tell us (1)
whether students like these labs and what needs to be improved; (2) whether students mastered
particular concepts.
We evaluated four groups of students: (1) UR students who took 15-hour version of the OPT
253 labs (5 from a total of 7 students participated in this evaluation); (2) UR students who took
three-hour lab versions (OPT 223) (14 students from a total of 17 participated in this
evaluation); (3) Monroe Community College students (three-hour versions of the labs) (13 and
14 students from a total of 14 students participated in this evaluation); (4) UR freshmen of the
OPT 101 course 12-hour research projects (10 students from a total of 25 students participated
in this evaluation).
Formative evaluation was carried out by 5 students enrolled in the laboratory course taught by
Lukishova (OPT 253). These evaluations took place both in oral (after each lab) and in written
(after the whole course) forms. All students evaluated the course very positively, that indicates
the success of the course. At the end of “Project Activities and Findings” section we attached
written students’ opinion about this course which was sent us by the Dean’s office).
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Summative evaluation was accomplished by two ways: (1) using different questionnaires
(without grading) and (2) using the grades for each lab. Teaching assistants helped in
summative evaluation. The histogram in Figure 6 shows percent of correct answers to seven
questions of Lab 1 for OPT 223 students after lab completion.
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Figure 6. Histogram of evaluation of student
learning for OPT 223 labs.
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Figure 7. Histograms of evaluation of student
learning for Monroe Community College students.

Figure 7 shows the same histograms (Labs 1 and 2) for Monroe Community College students.
Two laboratory activities (single photon interference and entanglement) from the Quantum
Optics and Quantum Information Laboratory course at the University of Rochester (OPT 253)
were adapted into a three-hour format appropriate for sophomore-level Modern Physics students
at Monroe Community College (PHY 262). 14 students enrolled in Modern Physics at MCC
conducted these experiments at UR in groups of 4 or 5. MCC students participated in a brief
tutorial on the theoretical issues involved in the experiments before visiting UR and completed a
conceptual evaluation at the conclusion of each experiment. Students are also informally
debriefed on the experience upon their return to MCC.
Figure 8 shows the result of evaluation of learning for freshmen of OPT101.
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Figure 8. Histogram of evaluation of freshmen learning (OPT 101 course
research projects).

Questionnaire with 32 questions on photon quantum mechanics of the OPT 253 course showed
that percent of correct answers of all students was greater than 90%. Table 1 shows each
student performance.

30
95.6
96.6
97.2
91.2
93
Table 1. Percent of correct answers of each of 5 students participated in evaluation of their knowledge of the OPT
253 course Quantum Optics and Quantum Information laboratory (Lukishova).

Students’ mastery in photon-counting instrumentation of OPT 253 course showed that 60% of
students received total scores of “A” and the rest of students received total scores of “A-“.
(Students were permitted to rewrite their reports). The grades were based on students’ capability
of carrying out the experiments, writing the reports, delivering oral presentations and answering
questions during Mid Term and Final Exams.
PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (third year of the project)
Journal publications and periodically published conference proceedings
1.

S.G. Lukishova, L.J. Bissell, C.R. Stroud, and R.W. Boyd, "Room-temperature single
photon sources with definite circular and linear polarizations", Optics and Spectroscopy,
Springer, 108, 452 (2010).

2.

L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, A.W. Schmid, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, T.D. Krauss, C.R.
Stroud, Jr., and R.W. Boyd, "Chiral photonic bandgap microcavities doped with single
colloidal semiconductor quantum dots", Proceedings SPIE, 2010, accepted.

3.

L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, A.W. Schmid, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, T.D. Krauss, C.R.
Stroud, Jr., "Room-temperature single photon sources with definite circular and linear
polarizations based on single-emitter fluorescence in liquid crystal hosts", Proceed.
SPIE, 2010, accepted.

4.

M.A. Landau and C. R. Stroud, Jr., “Calculation of the convex roof for an open
entangled harmonic oscillator system”, Phys. Rev. A 81, 052304 (2010)

5.

H. Nihira and C. R. Stroud, Jr., “Steady-state two-atom entanglement in a pumped
cavity”, Phys. Rev. A 80, 042329 (2009)

One-time publications in conference proceedings
6.

L. Bissell (Advisors: C.R. Stroud and S.G. Lukishova), “Room-Temperature, OnDemand Single-Photon Sources”, Ph.D Thesis Proposal, The Institute of Optics,
University of Rochester, 2010, submitted.

7.

L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, A.W. Schmid, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, T.D. Krauss, C.R.
Stroud, Jr, and R.W. Boyd, “Room-temperature single photon sources with definite
circular and linear polarizations based on single-emitter fluorescence in liquid crystal
hosts”, International Conference on Coherent and Nonlinear Optics, Kazan', Russia,
Nanophotonics and Plasmonics, Kazan', Russia, 23-26 August 2010.
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L.J. Bissell, S.G. Lukishova, A.W. Schmid, M.A. Hahn, C.M. Evans, T.D. Krauss, C.R.
Stroud, Jr, and R.W. Boyd, “Chiral photonic bandgap microcavities doped with single
colloidal semiconductor quantum dots”, International Conference on Coherent and
Nonlinear Optics, Kazan', Russia, Nanophotonics and Plasmonics, Kazan', Russia, 23-26
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Instructor

Avg
eval
score
> 75%
> 75%

> 75%
> 75%
> 75%

> 75%
> 75%
> 75%
> 75%
> 75%
> 75%

> 75%
> 75%
> 75%

> 75%

> 75%
> 75%

Text Responses
Question: Comments:
The concepts in this course were difficult to understand. A lot of research was done during my lab report
write ups.
I worked hard with this course. Before the lab, I read the manual. In the experiment, I carefully recorded
each steps, and discussed with the Professor and classmates, and quite involved in the lab. After the lab, I
took the lab report carefully.
Question: Comments:
I walked into the course with no knowledge of Quantum Optics whatsoever. Now that this is
I have no previous knowledge of quantum mechanics, I learned a lot from this course, and I believe it will
help me next semester when I take quantum optics.
Quantum Optics is new area for me. I learned the theory of Quantum Mechanics before. While, this
Quantum Optics Lab gives me direct experiences of quantum. We can make quantum photons with our
own hands, and can observe their quantum characters. We also work with some advanced instruments.
Question: Comments:
Doctor was able to tell us clearly what the point of everything we were doing was, whether it be in the
manual, syllabus or discussions.
N/A
Very good.
Question: Comments:
To know and understand the lab manuals was imperative to understanding what had to be done during
each lab session and a proper right-up!
The readings provided in the course, like the lab manual was crucial to performing well in the lab.
In this course, the most important is taking part in the experiment. And for me, the second important is
reading. To understand the thoery, and to know how to do the experiment, I need to read papers and
manuals. It is very important and I learned a lots in reading.
Question: Comments:
Any extra reading pertained exactly to what we were trying to accomplish in the labs. And they were very
informative and interesting!
There were lab reports, an essay, a presentation, a midterm, and a final. They all supported the course
objectives.
The assignments and exams are mostly about the experiment process and theory. So as long as you take
part in the experiments and undertand every steps and results, the assigenments and exams are not very
difficult.
Question: Comments:
Starting from scratch and working all the way up to a full understanding is exactly what any class should
do. This was by far the best class that has ever actually been just that: a class - a learning experience to
gain knowledge and better ones education and understanding. This may have even benefited more since it
was a lab course. I feel like I learned more "material" working in the lab every day than I have in lectures
and homeworks with other classes. I can’t write enough of a glowing review.
Very beneficial course. Working with a very smart instructor who knows her quantum. Worked with
equipment that many people have the chance to work with.
I think it worths the time and efforts.
Question: What are the major strengths of this course?
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Working with cutting edge material, doing true research as an undergraduate, learning lab protocol. I
believe that my write-ups for future anything will be greatly improved after having gone through this
course.
> 75%
State of the art equipment, caring and very knowledgeable professor.
> 75%
It gives us the first-hand experiences of quantum optics.
Question: What are the major weaknesses of this course? Please make suggestions for
improvement.
I feel like it needs to get bigger! While the small group was fantastic, I wish that more people would
> 75%
become involved so that it gains the momentum and attention it deserves!
Big groups is definitely a negative in the lab. I understand the professor had to be with us in the lab most
of the time because of the research equipment, but without here presence, the TA made a very good job
ensuring the students’ and equipments’ safety. Smaller groups would definitely help, more hands on time
> 75% for each person. There 5 students in this course and we all did the same presentation, with the same
experimental data. In the future, I believe it could be more beneficial if each student focuses on one lab, or
make the presentations in Groups. Lastly, Assign the essay earlier in the semester. Last week of the
semester just for this class, there was a final, presentation, essay, and lab 3 and 4 due.
Question: Comments:
There was never a time when she was unable to answer a question or approach it in a way that would
make sense. Her labs were built so that we learned as we went, and when we fully understood how to
LUKISHOVA > 75%
handle the experiment, we were able to do it practically all by ourselves. In other words: we were taught,
we learned it, and we excelled. Doctor Lukishova had an extreme impact on that happening.
Professor Lukishova took part in all the experiments with students. First, she would ask how much do we
know about the exam, and then she show us how to do, and let us do it ourselves one by one. Every
LUKISHOVA > 75%
students are encourged to do the experiments and ask questiones. Besides the manual, she also gave
lectures, which cover wider information about the lab which are very helpful.
Question: Comments:
I had a very vague understanding of what all the topics we touched on were, and even less of how it could
be at all practical. Now, I can speak better on each of them then any of my colleagues. Not to mention, I
LUKISHOVA > 75% have always had an interest in what the next "big thing" has been, and this whole course is based on what
IS going to be the future of practically all technology. It was very eye-opening and exciting to work on
such material. I hope I get to do it again in the future.
LUKISHOVA > 75%
She made it look easy.
It is very free in this class. Whenever you have questions, we can discuss with the Professor. And no
LUKISHOVA > 75% intense pressure about assignments and exam, because we usually have enough time, and we can improve
them. So it makes me more relax to do it, and be willing to pay more efforts to get a higher score.
Question: Comments:
Thanks again. Not only was it fun and entertaining most of the time, but the experience I have gained
LUKISHOVA > 75%
really excites me. I truly believe I have finally learned something from taking a course.
LUKISHOVA > 75%
I greatly recommand this course for students who are interested in quantum and quantum optics.
Question: Comments:
She says it best: we are students, we are learning, don’t be afraid to get anything wrong, you must try and
learn. I wish every professor / teacher / mentor, whatEVER had this mentality towards passing knowledge
on. It was incredibly easy to learn everything from Doctor Lukishova because she understood that we
LUKISHOVA > 75%
were, well, just students and just gaining the abilities to discern what is actually going on. She cared an
almost ridiculous amount about how well we took on the material. It was awesome to have a teacher
really be there every step of the way and make sure that we got every inch of material.
Meetings were easy to set, and will meet with you whenever you need. She is a very caring instructor, she
LUKISHOVA > 75%
insures that everyone understands the material before moving on.
My classmates and I always discussed with Professor Lukishova. She often inspired students to ask
LUKISHOVA > 75%
questions.
Question: What are the major strengths of this instructor?
> 75%
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She cared extremely about our learning, not about our passing the class, our absorbing the material that
LUKISHOVA > 75% she put in front of us. It was inspiring to be around someone that had such care for their work that they
wanted to teach us so fully. Loved it! Thank you so much.
LUKISHOVA > 75%
knowledgeable, caring, fair.
Professor Lukishova is very professional in this research area. Furthermore, she knows how to teach well
LUKISHOVA > 75%
and she understands students very much.
Question: What are the major weaknesses of this instructor? Please make suggestions for
improvement.
To cite a weakness would be a flaw in itself. I had NO problems all semester and find it hard to even
LUKISHOVA > 75%
fathom that someone would have a problem with how she conducted everything.
LUKISHOVA > 75%
organization, especially with due dates.
Question: If there are any other further comments you would like to make about this course,
please do so in the space provided below.
I am going to parade the need for this course to be taken around to everyone. Every underclassmen I
LUKISHOVA > 75%
know better be signed up. I would be very upset if this course went unnoticed for any longer!
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